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...first in breaking the news

From left: Deputy Provost, College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, UI, Prof Fatai
Adeniyi (left), presenting award of excellence to representative of the Chief Medical
Doctor of the Hospital, Dr Aboidun Adeoye, during the Founder’s Day and graduation
of Environmental Health Officer Tutors Course Department, while the HOD, Mrs
Bukola Mustapha looks on. PHOTO: NAN
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From left: Director, Air Transport Bureau, Mr. Mohammed Khalifa Rahma; Secretary General, ICAO, Mr Juan Carlos Salaazar;
President Muhammadu Buhari; Chief of Staff to the President, Prof Ibrahim Gambari; Minister of Aviation, Sen Hadi Sirika
during the visit of ICAO scribe to the Presidential Villa, Abuja, yesterday. PHOTO: NAN
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Officials of the ActionAid Nigeria led by the Country Director, Mrs Ene Obi paid a courtesy call on the Minister of Youth and Sports Development, Mr Sunday Dare at the Federal Secretariat, Abuja on Tuesday, 17th May, 2022

Group Impacts 36,375 Individuals With N61m In Two Years
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

The Aggregator Platform, TAP, an
initiative by the employees of Oando
Plc, has raised over N61 million
and positively impacted 36,375
individuals in 7,272 households in
two years.
TAP, in a statement, yesterday,
said that it was able to achieve the
feat through the support of 11
implementing partners.
TAP is a unique initiative conceived
and powered by the employees
of Oando Plc (also known as the
#HumansofOando).
It was created at the peak of
COVID-19 in April 2020, as a shortterm intervention to alleviate the
rising rate of hunger aggravated by
the pandemic in Nigeria.
According to the statement,
TAP has impacted a total of 30

communities in Lagos State.
“Today, two years since its
inception, TAP has successfully
raised over N61 million and with the
support of 11 implementing partners,
has positively impacted 36,375
individuals in 7,272 households
across 30 communities in Lagos,” it
said.
It said that the employees of Oando
identified that in spite of the financial
contributions and efforts made by
the public and private sector as well
as non-governmental agencies in
feeding the less privileged, there was
still a huge gap in the country.
The statement noted that there
was a huge gap between those who
were in dire need and those who were
eventually reached and fed.
It said that the COVID-19 pandemic
revealed that the poverty crisis cannot
be solved by the Nigerian government

alone.
“COVID-19 brought home the
realisation that every single individual
who has the means, must play an
active role in alleviating poverty in
Nigeria,” it said.
It said that TAP had evolved from
a short-term feeding programme to
include empowerment through its
Feed to Empower initiative in the
past year.
“The goal is to transition the most
vulnerable amongst us from a place of
need to one where they can provide
for themselves.
“Through its Implementing
Partners, HUFFPED & JAKINS, and
over a six-month period, TAP ensured
that those undergoing empowerment
training, as well as their families never
went a day without food.
“TAP collaborated with DashMe
Foundation, a charity that resells fairly

used items donated by well-meaning
individuals and organisations.
“Through the resell of fairly
used items donated by the
HumansOfOando
DashMe
Foundation it was able to raise the
sum of N1,000,000 which contributed
to one of TAP’s Feed to Empower
initiatives,” the statement said.
TAP said that it also partnered with
Gladys Bamiro, GB, Foundation to
make some critical interventions at
Orile-Igamu.
The statement said that to
mark its second anniversary, the
#HuamsnofOando went beyond
financing the feeding programme to
actively participating in a food drive.
Commenting on the anniversary
outreach, an Oando Employee,
Ibukun Opeodu, Investor Relations
Manager, Oando Plc said that it is
unacceptable for people to be hungry.

2023: 12 Govs, 370 Delegates Sign
Tinubu’s Presidential Form
Ahead of the forthcoming
presidential primary of the ruling
All Progressives Congress, APC,
there are indications that one of the
aspirants, Asiwaju Bola Tinubu, may
have secured the endorsement of
12 governors elected on the party’s
platform.
The party has fixed the statutory
exercise for May 30 and June 1, this
year.
Apart from the endorsement of
the governors, the former Lagos
State governor was also said to
have secured the endorsement of

370 statutory delegates that will
determine the fate of the party’s flag
bearer.
Those who endorsed the national
leader of the party, Tinubu, to
fly the party’s presidential flag,
also appended their signatures
to the presidential aspiration
form submitted to the party last
Wednesday in Abuja.
The governors included
Gboyega Oyetola, Osun; Babajide
Sanwoolu, Lagos; Bello Matawalle,
Zamfara; Babagana Zulum, Borno;
Abdullahi Ganduje, Kano and

Aminu Masari, Katsina.
Others included Rotimi Akeredolu,
Ondo; Atiku Bagudu, Kebbi;
Abdullahi Sule, Nasarawa; Inuwa
Yahaya, Gombe; Abubakar Sani
Bello, Niger and Muhammad Badaru,
Jigawa State.
The form was submitted to party
officials by the Governor of Lagos
State, Babajide Sanwo-Olu, and
former Secretary to the Government
of the Federation, Babachir Lawal
AljaziraNIGERIA recalls that
Lawal, while submitting the form
disclosed that Tinubu, and members

of his campaign team would lick their
wounds if he fails to secure the party’s
ticket ahead of 2023 presidential
election.
Lawal, while Speaking with
journalists
after
submitting
the expression of interest and
nomination forms on behalf of
Tinubu said the aspiration is not a
do-or-die affair for them.
According to him, as long as the
process is fair, Tinubu and his team
would support whoever emerges as
the presidential candidate of the
party for the 2023 poll.

Russia Withdraws
From Council Of
Baltic Sea States
Russia yesterday announced
that it had decided to pull
out of the Council of the
Baltic Sea States, CBSS.
“The states of the
North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation, NATO, and
the European Union, EU,
as part of the CBSS have
abandoned equal dialogue
and principles on which
this regional organisation
was created, and are
consistently turning it
into an instrument of antiRussian policy,’’ the Russian
Foreign Ministry said in a
statement.
It added that Russia’s
departure from the CBSS
would not affect her
presence in the Baltic region
and Moscow would continue
to work with partners and
hold events on key issues of
regional development.
The
CBSS
is
an
intergovernmental
political forum for regional
cooperation, consisting of
11 member states and the
European Union before
Russia’s withdrawal.
On March 3, the CBSS
decided to suspend Russia
from further participation
in the council’s activities in
response to Russia’s military
operation
in
Ukraine.
Xinhua/NAN
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VISION STATEMENT

To operate a world class print media
organisation collocated with
positive journalistic ethics and
practices at its peak to our beloved
readers in Nigeria.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to create hard-breaking national
and international news, as it unfolds. We deliver
unparalleled perspectives across multiple
categories including politics, health, entertainment,
education, classy, judiciary, parliament, foreign
affairs, business, sports and more.

Stealing In High Places Worrisome
This indeed is not a pleasant moment for
our dear country, given the frenetic pace
at which events are unfolding. From the
North to the South, the media have been
awash with unpleasant media reports
of obscenities, killings and various
perversions, depicting a general sense of
insecurity and impunity.
The latest of this general national
discomfiture was the arrest of the nation’s
Accountant-General, Ahmed Idris, who was
arrested over alleged money laundering
and diversion of public funds, recently.
According to reports, Mr Idris was
intercepted in Kano by operatives of
the Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission , EFCC, on last Monday was
flown to Abuja, the nation’s capital, for
interrogation.
It even further averred that the EFCC
has for some time now been investigating
a case of diversion of at least N80 billion in
public funds which was allegedly laundered
through some bogus contracts.
It was alleged that companies used in
laundering the funds have been linked
to family members and associates of the
accountant-general.
According to the anti-graft agency,
Mr Idris was summoned repeatedly for
interrogation but he failed to honour
the invitations, suggesting that he was
deliberately evading them until he was
finally tracked.
“We kept inviting him but he kept

dodging us”, one of our sources said. “We
were left with no choice than to keep him
under watch and arrest him”. One of his
subordinates said he is travelling in the
United Kingdom at this time.
However, a top EFCC official confirmed
the development but asked not to be
named because he had no permission to
discuss the matter with the media.
Mr Uwujaren later issued a statement
saying, “Operatives of the Economic and
Financial Crimes Commission, EFCC, on
Monday, May 16, 2022 arrested serving
Accountant General of the Federation, Mr.
Ahmed Idris in connection with diversion
of funds and money laundering activities
to the tune of N80billion.
The Commission’s noted that its verified
intelligence showed that the AGF raked off
the funds through bogus consultancies and
other illegal activities using proxies, family
members and close associates funds were
laundered through real estate investments
in Kano and Abuja Mr Idris was arrested
after failing to honour invitations by the
EFCC to respond to issues connected to
the fraudulent acts”.
We learnt that President Buhari
reappointed Mr Idris for a second four-year
term in June 2019, amid criticisms from
labour groups who said the accountantgeneral should retire after turning 60.
Mr. Idris, a native of Kano State, Northwest Nigeria, was born on November
25, 1960, and was until his appointment
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in 2015 the Director of Finance and
Accounts, Federal Ministry of Mines and
Steel Development.
While, we do not succumb to a media trial

of Mr. Idris, certain pertinent questions have
aroused inquisition by the media.
Upon reaching his retirement age in 2019,
why was he not faithfully eased-out of service?
Was he so indispensable on account of his
professional competence that no one else
could fit into his big shoes?
Also, Idris had no skeleton in his
cupboard,but was said to have been evading
the invitation of the anti-graft agency.
We are worried that the allegations against
Mr. Idris’ may just be a tip of the iceberg of when
eventually stocks are taken of the stewardship
of many top government functionaries who
claim they are following the puritan and
messianic stance of President Muhammadu
Buhari whose one basic concern on assuming
office in 2015 is to fight corruption head on.
While we align our thoughts with the legal
latitude which assumes a person innocent until
found guilty, we are quick to point out that it
would be a plus for the Buhari administration
if the matter is properly handled judiciously
and in proper judicial process as that would
particularly enhance the people’s confidence in
government’s waning anti-corruption drive.

For the EFCC, it appears it is out to
function in line with the dictates of its
mandate and we counsel that for an
improved public rating, there should not
be selective justice.
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“Corruption is one of the
manifestations or incentives for
mis-procurement.
“It has over time been a major
source of pecuniary gain as
people see it as the main source
of unearned income.
“So, it is better to put measures
in place to limit incidences
from happening rather than
thinking of arresting people and
prosecuting them.”
– Executive Secretary,
Tertiary Education Trust Fund,
TETFund, Sonny Echono.
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ASUP Strike: Bauchi Poly Down Tools, Joins Warning Strike
BY HASSAN JIRGI

Abubakar Tatari Ali Polytechnic,
ATAP, Bauchi chapter of the
Academic Staff Union of
Polytechnics, ASUP, has resolved
to join the two-weeks warning
strike declared by the national
office of the union to press home
their demands.
This was contained in a
statement jointly signed and
issued to the press in Bauchi by
the chapter chairman and general
secretary of the union, Comrade
Dahiru Musa Abdullahi and Dr.
Ibrahim Abubakar, respectively.
The statement noted that the
decision to join the warning
strike was informed by a circular
issued by the National Executive
Council of the union on May 11,
2022.
“It is a well-known fact that
the National Executive Council

Adamu

PHOTO
OF THE
DAY

“

Bad portion of road around
tollgate at Lagos Abeokuta
Express-way in Lagos.
Photo: NAN

(NEC) of our great union is with
mixed feelings on Wednesday
11/5/2022 decided to embark on
a two weeks definite strike from
16 to 30 May 2022”, the union
stated.
“In line with this decision,
the ATAP, Bauchi chapter of the
union, is shutting down all its
academic activities completely
for the said period under review,”
the release declared.
While
pleading
for

understanding from parents
and the students, the statement
noted that the decision was not
taken for personal interest.
It urged parents/guardians,
students and members of the
general public to exercise patience
as the union sympathises with
their situation, pointed out that
the strike action remain the only
option left for the union.
The union also urged the
students to continue studying

their books at home before the
said period.
It would be recall that workers
under the banner of Joint Action
Committee, JAC, of the Academic
and
Non-Academic
Staff
Unions of Bauchi State Tertiary
Institutions had recently decried
the non-implementation of
promotions, yearly increments,
among others.
Chairman of the JAC,
Abdulkadir Mohammed had

in a press statement said there
were a lot of issues that had
been bedeviling his members
in the tertiary institutions,
describing the situation as very
unfortunate.
He noted that for so long,
they had not been enjoying
some of their entitlements such
as Promotion implementation,
yearly
increment,
and
consequential adjustment among
others.

Kano Blast: Nine Bodies Recovered From Collapsed School
BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRIEL, ABUJA

Nine dead bodies have been
recovered so far from the
rubbles of the primary school
building
that
collapsed
yesterday following explosions
from a gas cylinder at Aba Road
in Sabon Gari area of Kano,
although the Nigeria Police
initial report was bomb blast
by a young man on a suicide
mission.
This was contained in a
statement by the Director
General National Emergency
Management
Agency
Mustapha Habib Ahmed
through the Head Of Press
Unit of the agency Mr Manzo
Ezekiel yesterday in Abuja.
Manzo said that the Director
General of the Agency, Mr.

Mustapha Habib Ahmed was
at the site of the incident
and coordinated the rescue
operations. He also mobilised
excavators being used for the
rescue operations that NEMA
team will ensure complete
removal of the rubbles to
retrieve all trapped persons.
Ahmed however instructed
the NEMA rescue team to
remain at the site until the
conclusion of the rescue and
to work together with security
agencies and other response
organisations present at the
location.
The rescue operations
involved members of the
Nigerian Red Cross, military,
the Nigerian Police, Nigerian
Security and Civil Defense
Corps, Kano SEMA.

Ganduje
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NEWS IN BRIEF
NSCDC Organises Maiden Summit
To Fight SGBV

Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps, NSCDC, in
its fight against Sexual and Gender-Based Violence, SGBV,
across the country yesterday began a three-day maiden
gender summit.
The summit with the theme: “Building Sustainable Peace
in Africa through Gender Mainstreaming: Prevention and
Response to Sexual and Gender-Based Violence, SGBV”, is
organised in collaboration with the International Academy
for Gender and Peace.

Women Not Adequately Represented In
Soludo’s Cabinet – Activist

Women rights activist, Mrs Oby Okafor, has expressed
dissatisfaction over the low representation of women in
Anambra State Governor, Charles Soludo’s cabinet.
Okafor, also a former 2017 Anambra Governorship
aspirant on the platform of the defunct Advanced Congress of
Democrats, ACD, expressed her displeasure while speaking to
journalists yesterday in Awka.
According to her, it is disheartening to note that Gov.
Soludo’s cabinet fell short of the expected ratio of 30:70 women
representation to meet the affirmative gender balance.
She said: ” We have only five women out of the 21
Commissioners sworn-in recently. The number of women
did not make up to 30% of the entire cabinet working with
Governor Soludo.

Mexico’s 100,000 ‘Disappeared’Tragic - UN Official

AZU NKECHI
BAKER

Phone Number:

08139690401, 08050555171

E-mail:

azunkechiagwu@gmail.com

Office Address:

Front of Christ Apotolic Church,
Karu Market, Karu Abuja.

News that more than 100,000 people in Mexico are now officially
registered as “disappeared” is a tragedy, UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights, Ms Michelle Bachelet has said.
A national database had listed all those who had been reported
missing in the country since 1964, and the tally continued to
climb, amid ongoing drug gang violence and a lack of effective
investigations.
UN rights office spokesperson Liz Throssell said yesterday that
Bachelet called for action to tackle the country’s long standing
challenge.

TODAY’S WEATHER
FORECAST
CITY

Azu Nkechi is an entrepreneur
who specializes in Cake baking and
various snacks.
She is the CEO of Kech‘n’Cakes,
and inspired by the flare of making
quality bakes and customer
satisfaction.
She is an employer of labour,
and has been training individuals,
groups, and organisations on
packaging and ethics of catering
service in relations to food hygiene.
Her philanthropic nature has
also influenced friends and family
around her neighborhood.
Nkechi aims to impact the world
through innovative and peopleoriented programmes targeted at
changing the world positively.

MORNING E VENING

ABUJA
LAGOS

34°C
33°C

23°C
23°C

CALABAR

31°C

21°C

MAIDUGURI

38°C

26°C

ENUGU

32°C

23°C

SOKOTO

42°C

26°C

GUSAU

40°C

24°C

BENIN

32°C

23°C
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The agreement was signed in presence of Dr. Majed Al-Qasabi, Transport minister Saleh Al-Jasser, the UK Minister of Railways Wendy Morton, Dr. Rumaih Al-Rumaih, and Eng. Badr Abdullah
Al-Dalami. (SPA)

Saudi Aims For Global Logistics Hub
Saudi Arabia aspires to strengthen
its position as a global logistics
hub connecting three continents,
improve services and increase
integration between logistics
systems and modern modes of
transportation.
Eng. Abdulaziz Al-Sugair, the
director general of the Saudi Railway
Polytechnic Institute, and Munir
Jolamyehiya, the director general
of the British X-Rail Group, signed a
training agreement to train Saudis in
the railway industry in the Kingdom.
The agreement was signed in
presence of the chairman of the
Saudi-British Joint Economic
Committee, Dr. Majed Al-Qasabi, the
Saudi Minister of Transport Saleh AlJasser, the UK Minister of Railways
Wendy Morton, Dr. Rumaih AlRumaih, the chairman of the Public
Transport Authority and the Saudi
Railway Polytechnic Institute, and
Saudi Deputy Minister of Transport
and Logistics Services Eng. Badr
Abdullah Al-Dalami.

Al-Sugair said the collaboration
with X-Rail Group is a new step
towards the development of national
skills in transportation, particularly
rail transport services. He stated that
the agreement intends to train and
qualify high school graduates and
equip them to work in a variety of
industries. These include signaling,
communication,
and
railway
control systems, in order to assist
the transportation labor market
and meet the growing demand for
specialist cadres in this industry.
The training term lasts 18 months,
with 12 months spent at the institute
and 6 months spent on the job at the
company’s facilities, or on projects
that it executes, operates, and
maintains.
More than 400 graduates were able
to work in various disciplines in the
rail transport business since 2021,
according to the institute.
Among the goals of the National
Strategy for Transport and Logistics
Services is to increase the total

lengths of future railways to 8,080
km, including the “land bridge”
project with a length of more than
1,300 km, which will have a capacity
of more than 3 million passengers
and more than 50 million tons of
freight annually.
Other goals include connecting
the Kingdom’s ports on the Arabian
Gulf coast with the ports on the
Red Sea coast. New and exciting
opportunities for this line will
be created by it passing through
modern logistic centers, economic
activity centers, industrial cities
and mining operations, enhancing
the Kingdom’s logistic performance
index to be among the top ten in the
world.
“Training plays a big role in
employing job-seekers,” believes
Awwad Al-Dhafeeri, CEO of
Shabakat ABAD training Institute.
Awwad Al-Dhafeeri, CEO of
Shabakat ABAD training Institute.
Al-Dhafeeri told Arab News that
jobs that demand specific abilities

necessitate greater training to
master the work, pointing to
the profound changes that have
occurred in professions as a result
of expanding technology.
In previous decades, job
acceptance was based on simple
skills, and employees would acquire
further necessary skills with
experience, but at the moment, most
jobs are concentrated in the private
sector, which prefers employees to
already have the required skill, with
the rate of job acceptance much
higher for those who have training
in modern-age areas than those who
do not.
Al-Dhafeeri, who has spent
about 15 years in the management
of training centers, advises young
people not to rely entirely on
educational attainment during their
years of study in order to get jobs,
but rather to get the appropriate
training during their studies,
including universities so that they
can compete after graduation.

One Of Separated Conjoined Yemeni Twins Dies
One of the conjoined Yemeni twins
who underwent a separation surgery
has died after a severe drop in blood
circulation and heart failure, state
news agency Saudi Press Agency, SPA,
reported yesterday.
The other twin is currently stable but
is under observation in the Intensive
Care Department of King Abdullah
Specialist Paediatric Hospital in
Riyadh, according to the Saudi team

of specialised surgeons who performed
the operation.
“The surgical team had faced great
difficulties and challenges during the
separation process, which made the
deceased’s condition critical after the
operation,” SPA reported.
Yousef and Yassin had undergone a
“complicated” 15-hour long surgery to
separate several of their organs under
the directives of King Salman, the state

media added.
A team of 24 doctors, led by Dr.
Mutasem Al-Zughaibi, took part in
the operation as part of an initiative
by the King Salman Humanitarian Aid
and Relief Centre, KSRelief.
“This was a complex operation due to
the twin sharing in the sinuses, cerebral
venous and parts of the brain,” Dr.
Nazar Al-Zughaibi, head of pediatric
anesthesia at the King Abdullah

Specialised Children’s Hospital at
the National Guard Health Affairs in
Riyadh, had told the media earlier.
The team specialises in pediatric
neurosurgery,
plastic
surgery,
anesthesia, and nursing were involved
in the procedure that had to be carried
out in several stages: anesthesia,
navigation planning, preparing for
surgery, skincare, and preparation for
brain tissues, bone and reconstruction.

Sandstorm
Blankets Riyadh

Sandstorm engulfed Saudi
Arabia’s capital and other regions
of the desert kingdom yesterday,
hampering visibility and slowing
road traffic.
A thick grey haze made
iconic Riyadh buildings such
as Kingdom Center nearly
impossible to see from more
than a few hundred meters,
yards, away, though there were
no announced flight delays or
cancellations.
The kingdom’s meteorology
center forecast “surface dusty
winds” in the country’s east and
in Riyadh, “reducing horizontal
sight,” according to the official
Saudi Press Agency.
Dusty conditions were also
expected farther west in the holy
cities of Makkah and Medina,
according to the forecast.
Electronic signs along Riyadh’s
highways warned drivers to
reduce their speed because of the
lower visibility.
In central Riyadh, sand layered
cars and buildings, and residents
struggled to keep it out of their
homes.
“Working outside is very
difficult because of the dirt,” a
Pakistani construction worker
who gave his name as Kalimullah
told AFP as he installed tiles.
“I try to wash my face from
time to time,” the 30-year-old
added, wrapping a piece of cloth
around his face to block the sand.
Saudi office worker Abdullah
Al-Otaibi said he was grateful he
works indoors.
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Saudi academic research ranking 17th globally. (SPA)

GASTAT: Prices Of
Goods Spike By 36
Percent

General Authority for Statistics,
GASTAT, revealed that the prices of
some products recorded an increase of
36 percent during the month of April
compared to the previous month of
March.
These included mainly the rise in the
prices of local tomatoes that recorded
an increase of 36.09 percent. The price
of one kilo of tomato rose from SR5.93
to SR8.07, and this was followed by an
increase in imported tomatoes by 28.17
percent, bringing the price of one kilo
from SR6 to SR7.69.
With regard to the prices of products
that recorded a decrease, the authority
announced that the fall was recorded
mostly in party and wedding expenses
by 4.46 percent, after the cost dropped
from SR12.49 to SR11.93.
The prices of the Lebanese pear fell
by 4.3 percent, bringing the price of a
kilo to SR12.01 from SR12.55, while
the prices of the rest of the products
declined by less than two percent.
The authority indicated that the
general consumer price index for the
month of April increased by 2.3 percent
compared to the same month last year.
This is higher than the previous month
of March 2022, due to an increase in
transportation prices by 4.6 percent and
food and beverage prices by 4.3 percent.
The GASTAT published these figures
in its consumer and wholesale price
index for the month of April.
The index showed that the purchase
prices of vehicles increased by 4.1
percent and the food and beverage items
recorded an increase of 4.3 percent,
affected by the increase in food prices
by 4.6 percent.
It also affected the increase in prices
of meat by 3.5 percent and vegetables
by 13.5 percent.

KSA Academic Research
Institutions Rank 17th Globally
Saudi Arabia’s universities and
research-related institutions have
been ranked 17th in the world for
their pioneering project work.
The country’s position in the
SCImago Rankings 2021 league
table has now jumped up on two
occasions, from 21st last year, and
26th in 2018.
Ongoing support from the
Saudi leadership and Ministry of
Education has been credited for

helping the Kingdom’s academics
enhance the quality of scientific
research, and initiatives and
projects being conducted with
universities under the ministry’s
supervision.
SCImago Rankings have been
a leading international annual
classification system for research
outcomes since 1996.
It is a publicly available portal
that includes the journals and

country scientific indicators
developed from the information
contained in the Scopus database.
These indicators can be used
to assess and analyze scientific
domains.
Journals can be compared or
analysed separately, and country
rankings may also be compared or
analysed separately.
Riyadh To Host First Conference
Of IAEE In Middle East

ISEF 2022 Awards Winner Get Reception
Over 35 Saudi students who picked
up 22 awards at the Regeneron
International Science and Engineering
Fair 2022 in Atlanta, Georgia, landed in
Riyadh on Sunday and were greeted with
a celebratory reception at King Khalid
International Airport.
The ISEF 2022, held from May 7-13,
saw the participation of pre-college
students from over 80 countries in
the biggest competition showcasing
innovation in scientific research and
advancement.
Student Abdullah Al-Ghamdi won
two prizes in energy for his project on
the production and storage of hydrogen,
earning him the award for “Best Research
Scientist,” in which he competed against
over 1,700 submissions from students
across 65 countries.
Girls received prizes in chemistry,
material sciences, and embedded
systems.
“The happiness I’m feeling for my son
Abdullah can’t be described,” said Abdul
Aziz Al-Ghamdi, the student’s father. “To
see the vision of my Kingdom come true

before my eyes and for my son to be a
driving force behind realizing this vision
is a feeling that truly can’t be described.”
Al-Ghamdi’s father told journalists
that his son would spend his time at a
research center after school, where he
became fascinated with the idea of how
to store hydrogen efficiently. “The fruits
of his hard work are seen today,” he said.
When the crown prince said that
the Saudis’ strength was like that of
the Tuwaiq Mountain, unbreakable,
Mawhiba saw in his words a road map
for its initiatives.
Dr. Saud bin Saeed Al-Mathami,
Mawhiba Secretary-General
Five other first-place prizes were
awarded to Dana Al-Eithan and Maria
Al-Ghamdi, who won in chemistry;
Tahani Adel, who won in material
sciences; and Yousef Khoja, who won in
embedded systems.
Al-Eithan’s uncle, Abdulmunim AlEithan, told Arab News that the family
was sitting on the couch when they
heard the news and sprung into the air
in excitement, cheering. “This is a result

of her dedication to this field,” he said,
adding that the 14-year-old had also
previously won an award with SABIC
for chemistry.
Six students, three Saudis and
three Americans, were also granted
scholarships to participate in an
international enrichment programme
organised by King Abdulaziz and His
Companions Foundation for Giftedness
and Creativity, known as Mawhiba.
Thirteen students from the US,
India and China were also awarded
scholarships to study bachelor’s
programs at King Fahd University for
Petroleum and Minerals in chemistry,
embedded systems, energy, physics
and astronomy, robotics and material
sciences.
The Kingdom was represented by the
Ministry of Education and by Mawhiba.
Saudi Minister of Education Hamad
bin Mohammed Al-Sheikh tweeted
on Saturday: “I proudly congratulate
my sons and daughters who won the
International Science and Engineering
Fair 2022.

Riyadh To Host First
Conference Of IAEE

Riyadh, in February, 2023, is scheduled
to host the 44th International
Conference for Energy Economics,
44th IAEE International Conference,
which is being held for the first time in
the Middle East, and will be organised
by the King Abdullah Petroleum Studies
and Research Center, KAPSARC, in
cooperation with the Saudi Association
for Energy Economics, SAEE, between
February 4- 8, 2023, at the center’s
headquarters.
The conference, to be held under
the theme “Pathways to a Clean, Stable
and Sustainable Energy Future”, will
be organised in partnership with
International Association for Energy
Economics, and is considered a global
gathering comprising experts and
specialists to shed light on traditional
and renewable energy issues,
environmental challenges and the
stability of energy markets.
The conference will address seven
subjects covering the economy and
energy mix diversification; development
and climate change; energy changes
and their courses; investment and
financing in the energy sector;
methods and means of transport and
technology; industrial efficiency and
competitiveness; and changes in the
energy markets and security of its
supplies.
The conference annually attracts
more than 500 participants
from across the world including
government officials, opinion leaders,
representatives of international and
industrial organisations, students and
others. The International Association
for Energy Economics was established
in 1977 with the aim of understanding
energy economics and its practical
applications, where the association is
scheduled to hold its 43rd conference
this year in Tokyo, Japan.
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Ango-Abdullahi

Shehu

Presidency To NEF: You Can’t
Take Role Of Government
Says Northern Elders Forum wrong for making divisive comment
We didn’t release any statement urging a group to leave Nigeria – Baba-Ahmed

BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Presidency has come down hard on the
Northern Elders Forum, NEF, for allegedly
instigating a section of the country to leave,
saying “any group can refer to themselves
as “leaders”, but if you have not been
elected by Nigerians to a leadership roles,
then you are not and the government
certainly doesn’t recognise you as such.
Senior Special Assistant on Media and
Publicity to the President, Mallam Garba
Shehu, in a statement yesterday, in Abuja,
also noted that, “Like many other countries,
Nigeria is feeling the strain of the current
period of volatility and uncertainty”.
Besides, Shehu added that, “Now is not
the time to seek to exacerbate divisions
among Nigerians. Rather, we call on all
Nigerians to come together and work to
overcome the challenges we face as one
nation, one people”.
He, however, reassured Nigerians that
it remains their democratically elected
leadership which takes the decisions that
steer our nation and no one else.
In this vein, he said, “No self-appointed
and unelected group can take this right
from Nigerians; no matter how much
coverage they might enjoy in the media.
Nigerians listen to elected leaders, not
opinionated tin-gods who have no traction
with any responsible group.
“It is a delusional arrogance that would
lead such a group to publicly state terms
and conditions for the existence of our nation.

“Who gave them the right to ask for the
exclusion, or expulsion of any one, group
or section of the country from the Federal
Republic of Nigeria?
He further stated that, “Nigerian
government does not take guidance
or invitations from such groups, only
from the Nigerian people who elected
governments in office.
AljazirahNigeria recalls that the NEF
occasionally come under attack over its
stance on key national issues not only
from the Federal Government but also
from cultural bodies as well as opinion
leaders in the country.
For instance, sometimes in June 2020
the Presidency lashed out at the Forum
for criticising President Muhammadu
Buhari over spiraling insecurity in the
northern parts of the country.

“

I affirm that the
Sharī’ah does NOT
condone mob
action against
anyone.

Baba-Ahmed

Presidential spokesman Femi Adesina
in a statement said the government was
not surprised at the statement made by the
NEF’s convener Prof. Ango Abdullahi, “We are
not surprised by the statement of the group”
and our past position on what the group
represents remains unchanged.
However, in a post on Twitter NEF
spokesman, Dr Hakeem Baba-Ahmed denied
the divisive statement credited to the forum,
saying the, “Northern Elders Forum did not
release any Statement urging a group to leave
Nigeria as is being circulated under the handle
of @NGRP. NEF urges the Presidency to take
steps to protect its communication”.
AljazirahNigeria recalls that the Forum
in June 2021 supported the call by the
secessionist group from the South-east to
be allowed to separate. The Forum said,

“We arrived at the difficult conclusion that
if support for secession among the Igbo is as
widespread as it is being made to look, and
Igbo leadership appears to be in support
of it, then the country should be advised
not to stand in its way”, NEF spokesman
Hakeem Baba-Ahmed said.
“It will not be the best choice for the
Igbo or Nigerians to leave a country we
have all toiled to build and a country we
all have responsibility to fix, but it will
not help a country already burdened with
failures on its knees to fight another war
to keep the Igbo in Nigeria”.
Baba-Ahmed further stated that
standing in the way of the agitators will
only worsen the insecurity in the country.
He said the agitation by the Igbo for
secession has become widespread, adding
that the leaders in the state appear to
support the decision.
Speaking with a legal luminary from the
South-east zone who craves anonymity
recognized that there are clear-cut
marginalization and unequal treatment
by the Nigerian government especially
the government of President Buhari who
didn’t mince words when he sated 97%
as against 5% votes and that signposts
the zone he will favour most. You can
see the skewed appointments under this
administration of President Buhari , no
South-east was among his kitchen cabinet
and the service chiefs for over 6 years. This
alone can trigger secessionist moves. But it
wasn’t enough for our people to secede.
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Rainstorm Wreaks
Havoc In College Of
Education, Warri
FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Provost of College of
Education,
Warri,
Dr
Dickson Oyovwi has said
rainstorm has caused havoc
in the college.
Oyovwi, who made
the lamentation in an
interaction with newsmen
at a public function in Warri
yesterday, said the college
was still suffering from
the havoc caused by the
rainstorm.
He lamented that roofs of
most buildings in the college
were blown off by rainstorm.
He therefore said the
media interaction was a
clarion call on individuals,
institutions and corporate
bodies for aids for
replacement of the roofs.
In his response to the
call, the executive chairman
of Warri South Local
Government Council, Dr
Michael Tidi, represented
by Moses Amuda at the
public function, promised to
contribute his quota to the
development of the college,
urging other individuals and
corporate bodies to come to
the aid of the college
In a related development,
a late evening down pour
has wreaked havoc across
Ika and environs, destroying
properties worth hundreds
millions of naira.
Some affected residents
were spotted counting
their losses after the rain,
which last for about 30
minutes, and was preceded
by thunderstorm and
whirlwinds.
One of the hardest
hit places was the Agbor
Correctional Centre, where
some part of the fence
was brought down by the
ravaging wind.
Many people have also
been rendered homeless,
as the roofs of there homes
were blown away by the
rainstorm.
Also, a gigantic billboard
located along the ever-busy
Old Lagos-Asaba Road,
around the traffic light
junction, by the Old Abraka
Road, fell on a moving bus,
leaving some persons injured
in the process.
Most of the streets in the
locality were also littered
with rubbles, particularly
from makeshift outlets by
Point f Sale, POS, operators.
The magnitude of the wind
was so intense that many
electric poles belonging
to the Benin Electric
Distribution
Company,
BEDC, were not spared.
It was gathered from a
source that a particularly
story
building
under
construction along Mariere
Street, close to the new
Lagos Asaba road in Agbor,
also collapsed.
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NiDCOM, FMBN Launch Diaspora Housing Scheme

BY OSCAR CHUKWUGEKWU

The Nigerian in Diaspora
Commission, NiDCOM,
yesterday, partnered with
the Federal Mortgage
Bank, FMBN, to launch
the Diaspora Housing
Scheme, DHS.
This was made known
during a courtesy visit
paid by the Chairman
of NiDCOM Mrs. Abike
Dabiri-Erewa, to FMBN’s
Managing Director, Mr.
Madu Hamman in his
office in Abuja.
Dabiri-Erewa
announced that NiDCOM
had reached its final

preparatory stage of
the housing scheme
programme for the
Nigerians in the Diaspora
to benefit from.
She added that the
partnership with the
FMBN would help in
cutting off any middleman
that would pose any
challenge to Nigerians
Diaspora that wish to own
a home in Nigeria.
Also, she said that the
housing scheme would be
beneficiary for Nigerians
at home and in the
Diaspora.
She pointed out that

the Nigerians Diaspora
were rated the highest in
remittances to their home
country, adding that no
country could stand alone
without its Diaspora.
“We have created the
housing scheme platform
where we now have about
1,700 interested diaspora
wanting to enroll. So,
where we are now is to
commence the launch
which was delayed by the
handing over of the new
Management team of the
FMBN in March,” she said.
She
also
warned
Nigerians in the Diaspora

not to fall victim to
fraudsters, urging them
to always go through
the official platform and
address of the scheme:
h t t p s : / / n i d c o m . g o v.
ng/diaspora-housingplatform/.
Speaking also, the MD
of FMBN Mr. Hamman,
apologised for the delay
of the launch, saying that
it was due to the change
in leadership at the Bank.
Hamman
gave
assurance that a date
would be fixed for the
launch before the end
of May, noting that the

process was already at its
final stage.
He added that the
Diaspora were an integral
component for any
country’s development
because of their skills,
expertise and resources to
invest in their homeland.
“This platform will
be of immense value to
Nigerians both home and
in the Diaspora. Before
the end of May we will
have a date for the launch.
“The committees set
for the arrangement will
begin work to expedite
the lunch and then the
venue and other logistics
with the approval will be
communicated at the end
of the month,” he said.
s

Buhari Approves
FMC Yola
Upgrade, Reappoints NIPRD’s
D-G Adigwe

BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRIEL

Dr Nicholas Felix joined the Presidential Race by picking the Expression of interest form and Nominations form, at International
Conference center Abuja recently. PHOTO: HAPPINESS UDOTONGP

Aisha Buhari Tasks Women Groups On Unity
BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRIEL

The First Lady, Mrs Aisha
Buhari, has called for unity
of all women’s groups in the
country.
Buhari gave the charge
when she received the
newly-elected
15th
National
Executive
Members of the National
Council
for
Women
Societies, NCWS, led by its
President, Mrs. Lami Lau,
at the State House, Abuja.
She said that the body
was recognised for its
ability to unite the diverse
women groups across the
country.
“President, as you know,
the task of uniting women
groups of different interests
under one umbrella may be
overwhelming. Especially,

when each of these groups
has varied interests to
pursue,” she said.
Buhari, however, said
that it was important
to note that there was a
common goal of uplifting
the status of women across
the country.
While
assuring
the visitors of her
determination to support
their course, Buhari also
reminded them of the
enormous task ahead.
“I believe, as president
of NCWS, you have a lot
of work ahead, especially
with diversity and denial
of equal rights and
opportunity for women,”
stated.
She, therefore, urged
them to join forces with

other relevant stakeholders
to ensure that the rights of
women were not trampled.
Buhari reminded the
delegation of the need
to mobilise and sensitise
women to register and
collect their Permanent
Voter Cards.
She, however, urged the
new executives to always
ensure
transparency
and accountability while
discharging affairs of the
organisation.
In her response, Lau
assured the first lady of
her readiness to build an
effective and efficient
NCWS that would serve
as a veritable partner in
promoting gender issues.
“My reason for coming
here today is to intimate

you of my visions for the
council and to seek your
continued support toward
achieving the mission and
vision of the NCWS.
“I assure you that I will
always reflect the utmost
compassion, honesty and
integrity required to build
an all-inclusive leadership
in my work to build strong
frontiers for the council,”
she said.
Lau also expressed her
readiness by making a
concerted effort toward
strengthening advocacy
and policy directions to end
violence against women
and girls.
She assured the first lady
of her determination to
deliver on the task before
her at NCWS.

President Muhammadu
Buhari has approved the
upgrading of the Federal
Medical Centre, FMC,
Yola, to Modibbo Adama
University
Teaching
Hospital, in Adamawa
State, the Secretary to
the Government of the
Federation, SGF, Mr. Boss
Mustapha, announced
in a statement by Mr.
Willie Bassey, Director of
Information, office of the
SGF.
According to Mustapha,
the approval is sequel
to the demand by the
people and the Adamawa
State Government for
the upgrade of the FMC
Yola to Modibbo Adama
University
Teaching
Hospital.
The new development
is to enhance the training
of medical students and
boost health care delivery
in the state.
In
another
development, President
Buhari
also
gave
approval to the renewed
appointment of the
Director-General of the
National Institute for
Pharmaceutical Research
and Development, NIPRD,
Dr. Obi Adigwe.
“The re-appointment
is for a second and final
term of four years with
effect from August 10,”
he said.
While congratulating
Adigwe on his reappointment,
the
president charged him to
position the institute for
effective service delivery
to the nation.
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2023: US Vows
Visa Restriction
On Promoters Of
Violence

United States of America,
USA, has vowed to impose
visa restrictions on anyone
promoting violence due to
the 2023 general election in
Nigeria.
The warning was handed
by the US Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for Africa,
Mr Michael Gonzales, at
a virtual international
conference with the theme,
‘United States Policy and
Nigeria’s National Decisions
in the 2023 Elections,’ held
at the School of Advanced
International
Studies,
John Hopkins University,
Washington DC.
The conference, which
attracted Nigerian and
American policy communities
to discuss issues around
the Nigeria’s 2023 general
elections, was organised
by Policy Research Centre,
Nextier
Nigeria,
in
partnership with SAIS at
John Hopkins University;
the School of International
Service at the American
University; and the Centre
for
Peace,
Democracy
and Development at the
University of Massachusetts.
Gonzales
said
the
United States government
“will continue to use our
messaging, as well as other
diplomatic channels at our
disposal, including visa
restrictions, where warranted,
to dissuade those who may
be tempted to use violence
to undermine Nigeria’s
democratic process.”
According to him, the
US government remains
committed
to
working
with Nigeria to uphold its
conventions towards ensuring
a peaceful power transition in
2023.
The conference, moderated
by Dr Ndubuisi Nwokolo,
a partner at Nextier and
Honorary Research Fellow,
School
of
Government
and Society, University of
Birmingham, United Kingdom,
among other global scholars,
stated that Nigeria should
maintain existing political
conventions that guaranteed
peace.
Nextier’s founding partner,
Patrick Okigbo clarified that the
reason for the conference in the
US was to elevate the election
issues and conversations to the
international stage.
He reiterated the need for
Nigeria’s international partners
to assist in upholding her
democratic process, even as he
pointed out that “democracy is
not an end state but a project
that requires continuous
nurturing.’’
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Deborah Samuel: NBA Postpones Sokoto
Conference Indefinitely

BY DEBORAH MUSAH

Nigerian Bar Association, NBA,
has postponed its Conference
on Public Interest and
Development Law, SPIDEL,
scheduled for Sokoto between
May 22 and 26, indefinitely,
following the killing of a
200-level student of the Shehu
Shagari College of Education,
Sokoto State, Deborah Samuel,
on May 12.

NBA president, Olumide
Akpata, who disclosed this
in a statement, said the
postponement was not only
for the safety of the conferees
and guests in the wake of the
volatile security situation in
the state, but also as a mark of
respect for memory of the slain
student.
Miss Samuel was gruesomely
murdered by fellow students
and her corpse set ablaze, over

alleged blasphemy.
Two of the suspects –
Bilyaminu Aliyu and Aminu
Hukunci - were Monday
remanded by a Sokoto Chief
Magistrates Court.
According to Akpata, it is
“noteworthy that the NBA
Section on Public Interest
and Development Law (NBASPIDEL) held its 2019 Annual
Conference in Aba, Abia State
while its next conference

(2021) was held in the ancient
city of Ibadan, Oyo State after
the 2020 conference was
canceled on account of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
“Having held the two annual
conferences in the old Eastern
and Western regions, the
Executive Committee of NBASPIDEL was unanimous in
its resolution that the 2022
Annual Conference should be
held in the Northern region,

ASUU Strike Shouldn’t End If Accountant
General Stole N80bn - Omokri
BY OKWUDI-VITAL JAMIKE

Former aide to Ex-President
Goodluck Jonathan, Reno
Omokri has asked the Academic
Staff Union of Universities,
ASUU, not to suspend its
ongoing strike until the
demand of members are not
met.
Omokri, who was reacting
to the arrest of the Accountant
General of the Federation,
Ahmed Idris, the Economic and
Financial Crimes Commission,
EFCC, through his Twitter
handle yesterday, said the
nation’s number one could
steal a humongous N80billion,
then there was no reason for
the university teachers to end
their ongoing industrial action.
Recall that the EFCC had on
Monday night announced that
it had arrested Idris for his
alleged involvement in fraud
and money laundering worth
N80 billion.
The anti-graft agency
informed that it arrested
Idri “after failing to honour
invitations” to respond to the
allegations.
Omokri, who encouraged
the lecturers to insist that the
federal government pays them
with the N80 billion allegedly
stolen by the arrested head of

Nigeria’s treasury, tweeted:
“Dear ASUU, if the Accountant
General of the Federation can
steal N80 billion, then you have
no reason to end your strike.
“Ask Buhari to use the stolen
N80 billion to pay you and then
keep the change. After all, the
money you are asking for is not
even up to N80 billion!
“Just look at how morally
bankrupt Nigeria is. The
same Accountant General of
the Federation, Ahmed Idris,
married a 16-year-old girl and
he was not sacked or arrested
by Buhari.”
Meanwhile, according to the
EFCC, the Accountant General
“raked off the funds through
bogus consultancies and other
illegal activities using proxies,
family members and close
associates.”
In a statement issued late
Monday, the commission said
the proceeds were invested by
Idris in real estate in Abuja and
in his home state of Kano, an
allegation Idris is yet to react to.
In another development, a
group under the auspices of
Fund Education Coalition, has
warned the Nigerian Army that
that harassment of students
protesting the lingering strike
action by soldiers could worsen
the situation.

It was gathered that soldiers
had stormed the scene of
protesting students in Ondo
State yesterday to disperse
them with gunshots around
the scene of the protest.
Reacting to the development
in a statement signed by the
assistant public relations
officer of the coalition,
Babatimehin Asiwaju, the
group said “our attention
has been drawn to a report
circulating online wherein
personnel of the Nigerian
Army could be seen harassing
and shooting sporadically
in a bid to disperse peaceful
protesting students in Ondo
state today.
“The protesters who are
a coalition of all students
in Ondo State can be seen
scampering for safety while
some in the process sustained
injuries.
“For us at Fund Education
Coalition, we find this
disturbing and particularly
appalling that soldiers, who
by virtue of the law, only
have business with defending
the territorial integrity of
the country and barred from
operating in the civil arena,
are seen brutalising aggrieved
students who were simply
demonstrating their civil rights

to freedom of assembly.
“We condemn this act and
warn the state government to
immediately swing into action
and ensure there is no repeat of
this ugly menace.
“We clearly understand
the language with which the
government, the principal
element using the armed
men to physically brutalise
students – is speaking to
Nigerian students. It is a
message of ‘do your worst. It
is indeed the language of a
bully. However, we are not a
punching bag that does retain
jabs without retaliation, we
will surely respond in the
language they understand – a
mass movement to totally shut
down all economic activities in
the country.
“To the dogged Nigerian
students in Ondo State and
all across the country, who
have stood their ground
against the 94 days shutdown
of universities, we rain a
flood of solidarity greetings
on you and urge that we
remain indefatigable in the
#EndASUUStrike
struggle.
This is a fight to the finish
and indeed, it is a duty history
has placed on us that we must
not avoid, no matter the
consequences.”

CHANGE OF NAME

RALIAT

I, formerly known and addressed as
MUSTAPHA RALIAT, now wish to be known
and addressed as BALA RALIAT. All former
documents remain valid. The general public
should please take note.

CONFIRMATION OF NAME

This is to confirm that the names OLODIAMA JEBBA
JOSEPH JEBBA and JOSEPH OLODIAMAKEME
JEBAA refers to one and same person, now wish to be
addressed as JOSEPH OLODIAMA JEBBA. All former
documents remain valid. The general public take note.

CORRECTION OF NAME

I formerly known, called and addressed as
DANIEL PETER OYINIMI, now wish to be called
and addressed as DANIEL OYINIMI. All former
documents remain valid. All relevant authorities
should please take note of the correction.
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consistent with the NBA’s
policy of inclusiveness. I am
aware that NBA-SPIDEL
sought to bequeath hosting
rights on any willing State in
the Northern region, and the
hosting right was eventually
given to Sokoto State when its
Governor, H.E Aminu Waziri
Tambuwal (Life Bencher)
agreed that the Sokoto State
Government would be a
headline sponsor for the
Conference.
“As a result, I led a
delegation to pay a courtesy
visit on the Sokoto Governor
to finetune preparations for
the Conference, and during
our meeting, the Sokoto
State Government renewed
its commitment to ensure a
serene and safe environment
to host a hitch-free Conference.
“The Executive Committee
of NBA-SPIDEL led by Dr.
Monday O. Ubani and the
Central Planning Committee
led by Dr. Muiz Banire, SAN,
worked round the clock and
held extended meetings
to finalise plans towards
delivering a best-in-class
conference. Unfortunately,
it was in the middle of all
these that we received the sad
news of the gruesome killing
of Miss Deborah Yakubu,
whose murder threw the
entire nation into shock and
disbelief.
“The NBA is deeply worried
not just by the chilling
news of the murder of Miss
Deborah Yakubu, but also by
the sudden and sad turn of
events and the deteriorating
security situation in Sokoto
State. As such, having critically
reviewed the current security
condition in Sokoto, it has
become apparent that we
cannot guarantee the safety of
our guest speakers, delegates
and other stakeholders that
have committed to attend
the NBA-SPIDEL’s conference
which was designed to put the
State in the global spotlight for
the duration of the conference
and beyond.
“Accordingly, the Executive
Committee of NBA-SPIDEL
came to the painful decision
to request, and I have
approved, that the 2022 NBASPIDEL Annual Conference
be postponed not only for the
safety of our conferees and
guests, but as a mark of respect
for the memory of the slain
Miss Deborah Yakubu.
“The NBA acknowledges
the efforts put in by the
Sokoto State Government
towards the conference
which is now beset by the
prevailing security situation.
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UN Urged To
Recognise May
16 As Boy-Child
Day

Green Energy: Aggrieved Directors Turn Down
Chairman’s Interim Proposal In Boardroom Crisis

FROM ROTIMI ASHER, LAGOS

Aggrieved directors of
Green Energy International
Limited, Dr Bunu Alibe and
Mr Ayodele Olojede, have
turned down the interim
agreement proposed by
the firm’s chairman, Prof.
Anthony Adegbulugbe, in the
dispute over the ownership of
the company.
Counsel to the duo, Pascal
Ukah yesterday told Justice
Bolaji Olajuwon of a Federal
High Court, Abuja, that
they would rather go with
a substantive agreement
instead of entering into an
interim agreement with

Lagos state first lady, Dr. Ibijoke
Sanwo-Olu has renewed the
call on the United Nations
to fully recognise May 16 as
the International Day of the
Boy-Child, in order to deepen
initiatives and interventions
targeted at promoting the
interest, welfare, and wellbeing
of the boy-child globally.
The governor’s wife spoke at
the inaugural Parenting Seminar
as part of the Boy Child Initiative
of her office, held at Lagos
House, Alausa, Ikeja, with the
theme, ‘Parenting The 21st
Century Boy Child: A Pathway
To Transformation.’
The
seminar,
themed
‘Parenting The 21st Century
Boy Child: A Pathway To
Transformation,’ is the third
leg of the Boy Child Initiative to
commemorate the international
celebration.
According to the first lady,
“The seminar was aimed at
ensuring that parents have
an in-depth understanding
of the nitty-gritty of effective
approaches to the upbringing of
the boy child in order to address
the social vices such as rape,
drug abuse, cultism, bullying,
and others.
“Having earlier organized an
advocacy walk, formal launch,
and a 3-day residential workshop
for boys selected from across
the state to extensively address
topics of interest to boys, her
office decided to follow up the
interventions with a seminar
on how effective parenting
can lay the foundation for
promoting family values and
civic responsibility.
“Our Boy Child Interventions
are aimed at making a positive
difference. It is gratifying that it
is already catching the fancy of
the International Community,
and I must say we are open to
partnerships to scale up our
programs to support the boy
child and secure their future.
“Parents have a lot to do to
address the plight of the boy
child. The issue of the boy child is
a burning one that parents must
pay special attention to because
if we don’t, the boy child is at
risk.”
The panel session was
moderated by the founder of
Boy Child Transformation
Centre, Mrs. Nkiru Oguadinma,
while panelists included Justice
Jumoke Pedro of the Lagos State
High Court; Dr. Dokun Adedeji
of the Christ Against Drug Abuse
Ministry, CADAM; DCP Fayoade
Adegoke of the State Criminal
Investigation and Intelligence
Department, SCIID, Panti;
Adewale Adebisi, Controller
of Corrections, Nigerian
Correctional Service, Lagos State
Command; Consultant General
Surgeon and Imam, Dr. Sayeid
Ahmad, and Mrs. Ologe.

BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

Adegbulugbe
The complainants had
in the suit, which was
lodged via a petition,
accused
Adegbulugbe
of series of corporate
misdemeanours, including
unilateral usurpation of
executive responsibilities,
contrary to the provisions
of the Companies and Allied
Matters Act, CAMA, 2020
and the company’s Articles.
The complainants also
claimed that they were
unlawfully removed by the
chairman of the company,
which they jointly nurtured
to fruition, a decision they

said was contrary to the
provisions of CAMA 2020
and the organisation’s Article
of Association.
Earlier, the complainants
had through their former
counsel, Alade Agbabiaka
(SAN), filed a motion on
notice marked FHC/ABJ/
PET/20/2020, against the
company and Adegbulugbe as
first and second respondents,
respectively.
In
his
response,
Adegbulugbe filed a separate
suit against the two directors
before the court.
Although the matter was
formerly before Justice
Ijeoma Ojukwu, the case

was however reassigned to
Olajuwon, following the
transfer of Ojukwu to the
Calabar division of the court.
When the matter came
up before Olajuwon on
November 2, 2021, the
parties indicated interest
to settle the dispute out of
court, prompting the judge
to adjourn for report on outof-court settlement or for
continuation of the matter.
However, at the February
3 hearing, the new counsel to
the two directors, Etigwe Uwa
(SAN) told the court that he
had just taken over the matter
from Agbabiaka and would
need more time to study the

L-R:Member National Working Committee, All Progressives Congress (APC), Tolu Bankole; APC National Legal Officer, Ahmed
El-Marzuk; National Organizing Secretary, Sulieman Argungu; Deputy National Chairman North, Sen. Abubakar Kyari and
Deputy National Chairman South, Emma Eneukwu, during the inauguration of APC state screening committee members in
Abuja yesterday (17-05-2022)…. PHOTO: ENOCK REUBEN

FG To Facebook: Stop IPOB From Using Your
Platform To Incite Violence
BY JOEL AJAYI

Minister of Information
and Culture, Alhaji Lai
Mohammed has asked
Facebook and other social
media platforms to stop
allowing the proscribed
Indigenous People of Biafra,
IPOB, from using their
platforms to incite violence
and instigate ethnic hatred
in Nigeria.
The minister, who made the
demand in Abuja yesterday at
a meeting with a team from
Facebook, said since IPOB had
been proscribed and classified
as a terrorist organisation,
Facebook had no justification
for yielding its platform to

the organization to further
its campaign of hate and
destabilisation of the
country.\
“I have called this meeting
to enable us to discuss the
increasing use of Facebook
by separatists and anarchists,
especially those of them
based outside the country, to
instigate violence and ethnic
hatred in Nigeria.
“For whatever reason, they
seem to have now chosen
Facebook as their platform of
choice. And their tools include
disinformation, incendiary
statements and hate speech.
They use Facebook broadcasts
to reach their followers, who
are in thousands. They tag

those opposed to their violent
ways as ‘saboteurs’ who must
be attacked, maimed and
killed. They use both English
and their local language as it
suits them,” Mohammed said.
He said the actions of the
proscribed group had reallife implications, adding
that ‘’by purveying hate and
inciting violence, people are
getting killed while private
and public property are being
attacked and destroyed.
Security agencies and other
symbols of government are
their choice targets.”
The minister said despite
the numerous complaints to
Facebook on the activities of
IPOB, nothing has been done

by the company to curtail the
group’s excesses on the social
media platform.
“Our social media people
have been monitoring these
separatists,
anarchists
and purveyors of hate,
and have been reporting
their atrocious actions to
Facebook, but all they get
are default responses that
their complaints have been
received and are being looked
into. Most often than not,
nothing is done about such
complaints.
“The truth is that whatever
Facebook is doing to
check these people is mere
tokenism and is totally
ineffective,” he said.

brief.
The application was
not opposed by Bembella
Anachebe (SAN), who was the
counsel to the respondents
and the matter was adjourned
for parties to explore out-ofcourt settlement.
At the resumed hearing,
Anichebe stated that the
court, on the last adjourned
date,
directed
parties
to explore out-of-court
settlement.
He said both parties agreed
to engage an expert valuer
who drafted an interim
agreement that would be
binding on parties.
He said the agreement was
sent to the petitioners around
“April 27 or April 28” for them
to either sign or comment so
that the settlement could be
reached and their salaries
paid.
The counsel said on their
own part, they received the
draft interim agreement on
April 27.
In his response, Ukah, who
said he agreed with Bembella
that the matter was scheduled
for a report of settlement,
however disagreed with
him on his prayer that their
petition be dismissed.
He told the court that they
received a letter and a draft
interim agreement from
Prof. Gbolahan Elias, who was
appointed to draft the terms
of agreement.
To show readiness to
amicably settle out of court,
he said they accordingly
responded to that letter,
“wherein we stated our clients’
inability to agree to the draft
agreement.”
He said his clients,
however, prefer a substantive
agreement if the parties were
willing to come to a consensus.
Ukah, who responded in
the affirmative asked such
was put that in a letter, said:
“Pertinently, our clients
demanded all outstanding
remunerations from the
company which they jointly
founded.”
However, Bembella said he
was unaware the petitioners
wrote a letter in reply to
the draft agreement while
Ukah admitted that he did
not inform counsel to the
respondents the previous day
they met.
Ukah, who held the brief of
Uwa, then prayed the court
for a short adjournment to
enable Bembella respond to
their draft agreement.
The
presiding
judge
adjourned the matter till June
7 for report of settlement
or hearing of pending
applications.
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Olukoyi Stool:
Community Denies
Social Media Post,
Says New Monarch
To Be Announce

OSUN
BY RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

Sequel to the demise of the
Olukoyi of Ikoyi land in
Isokan South Local Council
Development Area of Osun
State, Oba Yisau Bantale
Otunla, the community
yesterday condemned the
action of some faceless
individuals who went ahead to
announce the new monarch on
social media without waiting
for an official announcement
from the kingmakers and
government officials.
Addressing
a
press
conference on behalf of the
community in Ikoyi, the
Asiwaju of Ikoyi land, Dr
Hamid Kolawole Raheem said
no official announcement had
been made as to who would
occupy the vacant stool after
the demise of Oba Otunla.
Raheem noted that the
said faceless individuals
had jumped the normal
procedure in announcing the
new candidate of the ancient
town on social media without
waiting to hear from the
horse’s mouth.

A’Ibom Community
Urges Members To
Embrace Peaceful
Co-existence,
Harmony
BY PAUL EFFIONG, ABUJA

People of Akwa Ibom State
resident in the Federal
Capital Territory, FCT, have
been advised to shun politics
of bitterness, backbiting and
backstabbing, but to embrace
peaceful co-existence.
Speaking at the weekend
while on a visit to Tasha 2
Gwagwa branch of the union
in Abuja, the woman leader of
the association, Mrs Princess
Ekpe challenged members on
unselfish love.
Mrs Ekpe, who disclosed
that the central body of the
association was making plans
to train most woman of the
union on vocational skills
such as tailoring, as well as
provide soft loans equally
advised members to be good
ambassadors.
In his opening, address
the chairman of Akwa Ibom
State Community in Tasha 2
Gwagwa, Mr. Samuel Effiong
commended the visiting
woman leader whom he
described as the mother of all
members of the community in
FCT and the nineteen states of
the north.

From left: Director, Policy, Planning and Strategy, Nigeria Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI), Donald Tyoachimin; Executive
Secretary of NEITI, Orji Ogbonnaya-Orji and Minister of State for Budget and National Planning, Clement Agba, during the visit of the Initiative
to the Minister in Abuja on Tuesday. PHOTO: JIMAH SULEMAN/MO/NAN

Participants Of Course 44
NIPSS Kuru, Jos Tour Kwara
A’IBOM

FROM ABDUL SALAUDEEN ILORIN

Participants of Course 44
of the National Institute for
Policy and Strategic Studies,
NIPSS, Jos, on Monday
began a week-long study of
Kwara State.
The course, which is
themed
‘Strengthening
Local Governance in Nigeria:
Challenges, Options and
Opportunities,’ is expected
to cover a period of 10
months, with participants
comprising top security
officers,
academics
technocrats and high
ranking public servants.

At the opening lecture
in Ilorin, Secretary to the
State Government, SSG,
Prof. Mamman Saba Jubril
said the theme of the study
was key to the subsisting
local governance theory in
the nation and Kwara in
particular, where the third
tier of government is not
strong enough.
Jubril urged the faculty
members and participants
to feel free to interact with
the people of the state who
are quite accommodating,
friendly and hospitable.
He noted that Governor
AbdulRahman AbdulRazaq
was running an inclusive
administration that always

seek inputs from rural and
urban dwellers through
town hall meetings and
involvement of traditional
institutions in addressing
communal and security
issues.
“The state government is
working closely with security
agencies and traditional
rulers
in
addressing
emerging security issues at
the local government level in
order to entrench peace and
harmony in the state.
“All the traditional rulers
in Kwara State are happy
with the government for its
inclusivity. The government
is not relenting in taking
steps for sustainable peace

in the state,” the SSG
explained.
For his part, team leader
and NIPSS Librarian, Dr.
Emmanuel
Mamman
explained that the group is
in Kwara State to harvest
ideas on how to improve
the lives of the people at the
grassroots levels in Nigeria.
“The group before you is
Study Group 6 of the Senior
Executive Course 44, 2022
from the National Institute
for Policy and Strategic
Studies, Kuru.
“We are actually in Kwara
to conduct a study tour. The
National Institute has the
mandate of conducting a
10-month course for Senior

NDLEA Arrests Wanted Drug Baroness In Delta
ZAMFARA

National
Drug
Law
Enforcement
Agency,
NDLEA, says it has arrested
a wanted drug baroness,
one Bridget Oghenekevwe
Emeka, in Delta State.
Disclosing her arrest
yesterday in a statement,
NDLEA spokesman, Femi
Babafemi said the 59-yearold Emeka, also known as
‘Mama’ was arrested on
Sunday, May 15, 2022,
at her palatial mansion
where she cooked and
distributed crack cocaine,
methamphetamine and
other illicit substances.
Babafemi said the
arrest was a blow to the
backbone of a major cartel
distributing drugs in Delta

and adjourning states.
He added that her
mansion was sealed by the
agency.
He said no fewer
than nine of her staff
and
associates
were
arrested along with her in
coordinated simultaneous
operations at her expansive
residence and drug bunks
where she accommodates
drug users and sells illicit
substances to them and
others in parts of Warri,
Delta State.
The spokesman said apart
from the drugs seized from
her home and drug bunks,
a pump action gun, 15
cartridges,
documents,
two cars, mobile phones,
drug paraphernalia such
as sodium bicarbonate and

polythene wrappings were
also recovered for further
investigation.
“While five of her staff
that cook, cut, package and
distribute the drugs were
found in her house located
at Favour Street, Otukutu,
Effurun Warri, four of her
associates were equally
arrested at her drug bunks
in other parts of the town
during the raids by Strike
Force officers of NDLEA
supported by the military.
“The drug baroness has
been under surveillance
for weeks after her
identification as a major
distributor of illicit drugs
in the South-South State.
Bridget cooks cocaine
into Crack Cocaine for
local distribution and

consumption in drug joints.
“Some
of
the
paraphernalia for making
Crack recovered from her
house include:
Sodium
bicarbonate,
which is the main
adulterant and recipe for
making crack cocaine, as
well as transparent nylon
used in wrapping the
finished product.
“Chairman/Chief
Executive of NDLEA,
Brig. Gen. Mohamed Buba
Marwa (rtd) commended
the officers and men
involved in all the processes
leading to the eventual
execution of the operation
plan. He also appreciated
the armed forces for their
unwavering support for the
Agency,” Babafemi said.

Executive Course. This is
course 44 which implies
that the Institute has been
existing for 44 years.
“The course is usually
driven by the theme,
assigned by the President
of the Federal Republic
of
Nigeria.
President
Muhammadu Buhari has
challenged Senior Executive
Course 44 2022 to conduct
a research on the theme:
“Strengthening
Local
Governance in Nigeria:
Challenges, Options and
Opportunities.
“We have concluded
the first leg of the tour by
visiting Gombe State and
now in Kwara.
“You will agree with
me that when it comes to
governance in this country,
governance at the lower
echelon of administration
has been neglected and that
is the local government
areas.
“The president of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria
in his own wisdom thought
of the Senior Executive
Course this year to conduct a
study in this area to find out
the problems, the challenges,
options and opportunities.
This is to find out how the
federal government can go
about improving the lives
of those in the rural areas,”
he said.
Mamman
expressed
hope that the report of
the group would lead to
strong
implementation
strategies that will help the
federal government and the
government of Kwara State
in making local government
administration
more
impactful on the lives of the
people.
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Three
Motorcycle
Thieves
Arrested
With Fire
Arms Other
In Delta
OSUN
FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Three armed men who
specialise in robbing people
of their motorcycles have
been nabbed by members of
Owa Youth Vigilant, OYV,
a security outfit under the
umbrella of Owa Youth
Council, OYC, at Boji Boji
Owa in Ika North East Local
Government Area of Delta
State.
The suspects, who operate
within communities in Delta
North senatorial district, met
their waterloo in the process
of selling a stolen motorcycle.
Speaking to newsmen,
the chief security officer,
OYV, Comrade Jerry Kerabe
Okonji, who disclosed that
the recovery of some locally
made guns, cutlasses and
other sophisticated arms
from the suspects, said they
work in synergy with several
individuals and relevant
groups in the locality.
According to him, “We
received a tip-off that some
boys suspected to be criminals
brought a motorcycle without
paper to sell at a particular
shop at Abraka Road, and
responded immediately.
“While
we
were
interrogating the boys, they
confessed to us that they
stole the motorcycle from
an innocent person at Ebede
community, near Umutu in
Ukwuani Local Government
Area of Delta State.”
Okonji noted that in
their bid to gather more
information
from
the
suspects, they later discovered
how they get the guns they
use to rob people, before they
were handed over to the police
for further investigations.
“We moved into action with
the police by visiting their
homes at Obeti Community
where they said they hail from
in Ukwuani Local Government
Area. On getting to Obeti, we
recovered two stolen phones
and a gun from their houses.
“After
a
rigorous
investigation, they also
revealed that they bought
the guns from a man who
lives at Ogidi-Nsukwa. From
there, we moved in convoy
to Ogidi-Nsukwa in Aniocha
South Local Government
Area of Delta State, where we
apprehended the man and
recovered another gun from
his house,” he stated.
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FCTA Woos Private Sector Entities
To Tackle Housing Deficit
FCT

BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Federal Capital Territory
Administration, FCTA, has
expressed its readiness to woo
private sector entities to address
the housing deficit confronting
the nation’s capital.
FCT Minister of State, Dr.
Ramatu Tijjani Aliyu gave this
indication at the official launch
of the Oak Homes brand and
the groundbreaking ceremony
of the maiden development
of The Oak Villas and Victor’s
Court in Abuja.
The minister, who was
represented by the Special
Assistant on Technical Matters,

Mubdiyu Mustapha, bemoaned
high cost of land registration
and irregularity of land
titles, policy implementation
somersaults, licencing issues,
inadequate funding as some
of the challenges facing the
housing sub-sector.
Aliyu, however, assured that
the FCT Administration was
working assiduously to address
some of these challenges so that
private sector entities could feel
encouraged to invest more in
affordable housing provision
“In this wise, the
Administration is willing
to engage in Public-PrivatePartnerships that can guarantee
accelerated delivery through the

provision of land and on-site
infrastructure.
“With these costs borne
by the Administration, it is
expected that developers such
as Oak Homes are able to bring
cheap funds to the table for the
construction of the houses,
thereby guaranteeing unit
selling prices that are affordable
to the target market segment.
We shall therefore continue to
work with the private sector
and development partners
to ensure that continuous
progress is made in this
direction,” she said.
While
pledging
the
dedication and commitment
to national development

and sustainable provision
of housing as mandated by
President Muhammadu Buhari,
she acknowledged that housing
provision was a fundamental
socioeconomic right and a
key pillar upon which the
effort to lift millions out of
multidimensional poverty, shall
be judged.
Earlier, the chief executive
officer of Oak Holdings, Mr.
Olukayode Olusanya explained
that the project was designed to
echo architectural magnificence
in luxury buildings and finesse
in real estate engineering,
stressing that the Oak villas
would also redefine the concept
of luxury living in Abuja.

From left Agom, Senator Godswill Akpabio, the Minister of Niger Delta also the Uncommon Governor,Director of Highware,
Director ministry of works during the summon and explaination of misunderstanding and misquoting,of Underserved accusations
to Hon. Minister, Senator Godswilll Akpabio at National Assembly recently. PHOTO BY HAPPINESS UDOTONG

Gov AbdulRazaq Seeks Virement For Additional
Infrastructure In N27.2bn Bond

KWARA
Kwara State Executive Council
has approved a request to seek
virement to commit more
funds to road projects in the
bond recently obtained by the
state government.
Under the approval based
on the request of the state
Commissioner for Finance,
Florence Olasumbo Oyeyemi,
the state government seeks to
allocate at least N4billion of
the N7billion earlier allotted
to agroprocessing (cashew)
in the N27billion bond to
infrastructural
projects,
especially in the rural areas to
boost investment potentials
and job creation.
A statement by the
state Commissioner for
Communications,
Bode
Towoju, quoted the cabinet as
saying it was a step to further
to open up the state for more
investments.

According to him, which was
granted at the State Executive
Council meeting chaired by
Governor
AbdulRahman
AbdulRazaq, will now go to
the House of Assembly for its
concurrence.
Similarly, the cabinet
approved a memorandum to
allow private investments and
management of the struggling
Kwara Hotel to renovate and
turn around the fortune of
the hospitality facility under a
term that creates more values
and protects the interest of the
public.
The terms will not include
sale of the facility or its use as
collateral to seek for loans.
The approval for Kwara Hotel
will also go to the House of
Assembly for its scrutiny.
However, the state chapter
of the Peoples Democratic
Party, PDP, has criticised
the virement, expressing

shock at what it described as
reprehensible and worrying
actions of the state government
on issues of virement of certain
items on the bond funds.
State spokesman of the
party, Prince Tunji Moronfoye
in a statement in Ilorin
yesterday said “virement in
any budget is the process of
transferring items from one
financial account to another.
“We call to question the
hurriedly obtained bond
approved by the state House
of Assembly in the short time
span of 24 hours.”
The party spokesman said
till date, the ruling Kwara APC
government was yet to answer
precisely the exact projects the
bond was obtained for.
“They are unable to express
clearly the cost of each item on
the bond.”
Moronfoye went down
memory lane to explain what

13

transpired in the previous
administrations in respect of
bonds obtained or proposed in
the state.
He said when Dr Bukola
Saraki’s
administration
obtained a bond, “every
single project was listed and
no virement was used. Each
project was clearly listed with
their locations and individual
costs to the last Kobo.”
He mentioned the projects
to include the Kwara State
University, Malete, and
Harmony Advanced Diagnostic
Centre among others.
The
spokesman
also
recalled that under former
Governor Abdulfatah Ahmed’s
government, the state House
of Assembly turned down a
N20billion bond request from
him despite the governor
having majority composition
of the House members on his
side.

Kwara: NSCDC
Arrests Female
Human Trafficker,
Rescues Four
Under-aged Girls
KWARA
FROM ABDUL SALAUDEEN, ILORIN

Kwara State Command
of the Nigerian Security
and Civil Defence Corps,
NSCDC, has rescued four
under-aged girls who
were trafficked from Port
Harcourt, Rivers State, to
Ilorin for the purpose of
being used as sex slaves/
prostitutes.
State commandant of
the corps, Makinde Iskil
Ayinla disclosed this in
a statement through the
Command’s spokesman,
Babawale Zaid Afolabi,
and made available
to newsmen in Ilorin
yesterday.
“The state command
was alerted by a concerned
citizen of a suspected
case of human trafficking
involving four under aged
girls (names withheld)
with ages ranging from
15 to 16years who were
brought to Ilorin from
PortHarcourt for the
purpose of using them as
sex slaves or prostitutes.
“Operatives of the
human trafficking unit
of the corps swung into
action and rounded
them up at the point of
entry,” the commandant
disclosed.
He explained further
that one Gift Rita, 37,
who was suspected to be
the trafficker, had been
arrested while the four
victims and the suspect
had been handed over
to the state command
National Agency for
Prohibition of Trafficking
in Persons, NAPTIP,
for further action and
possible prosecution.
The state commander of
NAPTIP, Saadu Mustapha,
who said the arrest of the
suspect and the victims
was successful as a result
of their collaboration with
the N SCDC, promised
that the agency would
rehabilitate the victims
and reunite them with
their families, while
the suspect would be
thoroughly investigated
and
prosecuted,
depending on their level
of involvement.
The
NAPTIP
commander, however,
appealed to parents and
guardians to take good
care of their female wards,
adding that the victims
would be profiled and
their families would be
contacted after necessary
procedures.
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2023: Ex-A’Ibom
LG Boss Denies
Alleged Plans To
Kill Senate Aspirant
BY INIOBONG SUNDAY, UYO

Barely four days to the Akwa
Ibom state House of Assembly
primary of the Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP, former
chairman of Etim Ekpo Local
Government Area of the state,
Mr. Uduot Jack, has debunked
allegation of plans to eliminate
the immediate past national
legal adviser of the party, Hon.
Emmanuel Enoidem.
Jack, who is one of the PDP
aspirants for the Etim Ekpo\Ika
House of Assembly ticket in the
primary scheduled for Saturday,
May 21, 2022, was said to have
made the resolution when his
ward delegates rejected his
appeal to vote for him at the
poll, but preferred Enoidem.
A statement by Enoidem’s
media unit alleged that Jack
had perfected plans to eliminate
their principal before the
weekend’s Assembly poll, in
view of their failure to accede
to his entreaties to vote for him.
The statement made available
to newsmen in Uyo, the Akwa
Ibom state capital on Tuesday,
the former Council boss is
quoted to have publicly made
the threat statement on May
24, 2022, while consulting
state delegates to the
Saturday’s exercise.
“Our attention has been
drawn to boastful threat by
Mr. Uduot Jack, a House of
Assembly aspirant in the
May 21, 2022, Etim Ekpo\Ika
state constituency primary,
to eliminate the immediate
past national legal adviser,
Bar. Emmanuel Enoidem,
before the May 21, 2022, state
Assembly primary.
“Mr. Uduot Jack met and
interacted with the PDP
delegates from his ward, where
he solicited their votes. We
have it on record that when
the delegates told him point
blank that they would only vote
whoever their leader (Enoidem)
is supporting, Mr. Jack
boastfully told the delegates
not to worry, as he would
ensure that Barr. Enoidem ‘is
taken out’ before the primary
and will not be ‘available’ all
through the primary in Etim
Ekpo,” the media unit alleged.
But in a swift reaction, Jack
dismissed the allegation as
being borne out of frustration,
saying “such allegation is
a deliberate sentiment to
distract attention from the
primary that he has devised
means to cause violence in
order to hijack the ballot
materials for his preferred
aspirant.”
Speaking
with
our
correspondent on phone, Jack
was quick to exonerate himself,
saying “people who know me
can attest to the fact that I am
not a man of violence.

Concerns APC youth from Taraba State Stage a Peaceful Protest in Surport of the Leadership of Hon EL Sudi Tukur as the Chairman APC Taraba State at the
A P C National Headquarters in Abuja yesterday. PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

NUC, British Council Sign Agreement On
Transnational Education
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

National
Universities
Commission, NUC, has
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding, MoU, with the
British Council on partnership
aimed at opening up more
opportunities for young
Nigerians willing to study in
the United Kingdom both
virtually and physically.
This is as the council on
Monday announced the
release of £600,000 for
UK-Nigeria grant funded
partnerships to support
systemic change in 20
institutions and organisations
in Nigeria, after the signing
of the MoU on Transnational
Education, TNE, with the aim
of boosting transformational
education in the country.
Speaking during the
presentation of an overview
of Transnational Education

in Nigeria by the NUC to a
high-powered UK government
delegation on higher education
on a visit to Nigeria, British
Council chief executive, Mr
Scott McDonald explained
that explained that it would
also encourage an exchange
of educational, scientific and
cultural co-operation between
Nigeria and the UK, and also
help to develop professional
standards for ministry
officials, teachers and school
leaders.
McDonald, who stressed
the commitment of the
British Council to a long
term investment in Nigeria’s
education sector as well as its
continued growth, maintained
that the relationship between
UK and Nigeria was very
important, considering the
key role of the council to that
effect.
“Our work connects

students, teachers and
academics in Nigeria and
the UK. It opens up access
to international education
knowledge, to expertise, and
to study opportunities for
young Nigerians.
“We want to help
internationalise education in
Nigeria and the UK – both for
the benefit of young Nigerians
and for young British people.
We do this by giving students
opportunities to learn new
skills, by establishing research
collaborations
between
academics, and by improving
the quality of school
leadership and assessment
methods.
“Learning from each other
and exchanging expertise
and talent is at the heart of
our approach. Together we
create mutual understanding
and provide sustainable
opportunities for people in

both countries.
“One of our key focus
areas in Higher Education
is supporting educational
and research cooperation
– including Transnational
Education, TNE, – between
Nigeria and the UK, including
through standards and quality
assurance.
“Through our regional
HE programme, Innovation
for African Universities,
IAU, we have established
UK-Nigeria grant funded
partnerships worth £600,000,
to support systemic change
between 20 institutions and
organisations. We have also
identified opportunities for
the further growth of this
initiative by working with the
Nigerian government.
“IAU was designed and
developed by the British
Council as part of our
Going Global Partnerships

programme. It aims to foster
the culture of innovation
and entrepreneurship within
African universities and
facilitate the development
of skills required to build
industries,
companies,
products and services.
Through the IAU platform, the
British Council also funds a
cohort of six partnerships that
host a total of 20 enterprise
support organisations and
universities,” McDonald said.
Also speaking, the UK
government international
education champion, Sir
Steve Smith noted that some
of the educational challenges
confronting Nigeria, including
a teeming population of
graduates, was same in the
UK, adding that Nigeria had
been selected amongst five
other countries in the world
to benefit from the TNE
partnership with the UK.

Many Feared Dead As Explosion Rocks Kano District
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT

Scores have been reportedly
killed in an explosion on
Aba Road in the Sabon Gari
area of Kano, Kano State,
yesterday.
The explosion, which
occurred near a private
secondary school, Winners
School,
destroyed
a
residential building adjacent
the school and also affected
part of the school.
The explosion was said
to have occurred around
9:30am, affecting many

schoolchildren.
Though details of the
blast and the cause were
still sketchy at the time of
this report, visuals from the
scene showed that it affected
some buildings and left
several injured, including
schoolchildren, who were
seen crying for help while
some parents were also
rushing to the scene to
rescue their children.
One of the parents was
seen shouting “where are
my children?”

While some injured
schoolchildren were said
to have been rescued,
others were stranded at
the scene before the arrival
of emergency responders
comprising operatives of the
Nigerian Police, soldiers, fire
service, Nigerian Security
and Civil Defence Corps,
NSCDC, and the National
Emergency Management
Agency, NEMA, who had
surrounded the place.
Meanwhile, the Kano
State government clarified

that the early Tuesday
morning explosion did not
occur in a school.
The state Commissioner
for
Information,
Muhammad Garba in a
statement said the incident
happened at an animal feed
store opposite the school
along Aba Road, Sabon
Gari area of Fagge Local
Government of Kano.
He said while the cause
of the explosion and the
damage had yet to be
officially ascertained, an

investigation had since
commenced to determine
the cause, impact and
measures to be taken.
Garba called on the people
in the state, particularly
those living in the area
where the incident occurred,
to remain calm while the
government in collaboration
with relevant agencies are
working on the matter.
He further assured
residents that government
would keep the public
abreast of any development.
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Minister of Education, Mallam Adamu Adamu welcoming the United Kingdom Government ‘s International Education Champion, Sir Steve Smith
during his courtesy visit to the minister on Monday.

TETFund Inaugurates Committee On Thesis Digitisation
STORIES BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

Executive Secretary of Tertiary
Education Trust Fund, TETFund,
Arc. Sonny Echono, has inaugurated
the Fund’s Thesis Digitisation Project
Steering and Coordinating Committee.
Inaugurating the Committee on
Monday in Abuja, Echono said the
project was necessitated by the need
for a National Academic Research
Repository, NARR, given that
numerous research outputs were lying
dormant in libraries across tertiary
institutions in the country.
He stated that only few existing
repositories in the country are
not available to national or global
audiences,
Echono stated that the Board
of Trustees of TETFund, in a bid
to redress the situation, initiated
the Digitization of Thesis Project,
tasking the Executive Secretary with
shepherding a centralised mechanism
that will form the basis for storing
dematerialised academic output in
electronic form, federated across all
beneficiary institutions of the Fund.
“Following
this
mandate,

Management approved a consultancy,
which conducted various interactive
sessions and surveys over a period of
9 months to identify how academic
output in the form of thesis and
other digital resources produced by
undergraduate and Postgraduate
students are stored, handled, and
utilised.
“Part of the report submitted
showed through comparative analysis
of practices and approaches that our
beneficiary institutions lag significantly
in two key areas; There is a lack of
properly structured digitised theses
available for integration into global
digital repositories and the absence
of a National Academic Research
Repository or a coordinated collection
of institutional repositories.
“Undoubtedly, some of our
beneficiaries have made significant
progress in their efforts to digitise
academic output. But sadly, the vast
majority of beneficiaries, about 80%,
have not even started or had any
significant results to show for their
efforts, whilst about 10% have digitised
a considerable volume of their thesis”,
he said.

The TETFund boss said the
digitisation project would also address
issues such as plagiarism, intellectual
property, commercialisation of academic
works, among others, adding that the
scheme would begin in 100 institutions
with a target of dematerialising up to
two billion pages of research materials.
“The work has begun; by first
championing a massive digitisation
drive and accelerating ongoing
digitisation of thesis efforts across all
our beneficiary institutions, starting
with 100 of those institutions that are
least digitised, to reach up to two billion
pages of research materials completely
dematerialised, both old and new.
“To ensure homegrown solutions
are encouraged, we are working with
the Committee of Vice-Chancellors,
CVC, to embed “Eaglescan” developed
by them, as the plagiarism detection
software, as part of the Project to
ensure the academic integrity of all
digitized resources.
“Further to this is the use of Galaxy
Backbone to serve as the digital archive
of the Repository, while the National
Copyright Commission, as part of
this Committee, will help advise on

guidelines for the intellectual property
related matters”, he said.
Echono listed the terms of
reference of the committee to include
development and adoption of a Model
Digitisation Policy for the beneficiary
institutions; provide coordinating
support and guidance for the Project
Management team to implement this
Digitisation Project successfully and
developing frameworks and procedures
to ensure that the project deliverables
are strictly adhered to.
Responding, the chairman of the
Committee and Secretary General
of Committee of Vice-Chancellors of
Nigerian Universities, Prof. Yakubu
Ochefu, pledged the readiness of his
team to deliver on the task.
Ochefu, who commended TETFund
for initiating the project, said the
scheme would turn around the fortunes
of the nation’s education system.
“The Committee that you just
inaugurated represents a significant
milestone in the educational trajectory
of Nigeria. The project essentially
lays the foundation for a national
knowledge bank which we all agree is
long overdue”, Ochefu said.

Kogi Poly Expels 196 Students Over Academic Failure
Management of Kogi State Polytechnic
has disclosed that it has expelled 196
students over academic failure.
Recall that barely two months ago, 15
students were expelled for the same poor
academic performance on March 20, 2022.
A statement signed by the Head of the

Public Relations Unit of the polytechnic,
Uredo Omale, said the Rector of the
institution, Dr. Usman Ogbu disclosed
that the expulsion of the 196 students
was ratified on Friday, March 25, 2022.
Usman while announcing their
expulsion during an emergency meeting

of the Academic Board of the institution
on May 12, urged students in the school
to remain committed to their academic
pursuit as they prepare for the 2021/2022
academic year.
He noted that the polytechnic
management was committed to making

the teaching and learning environment
conducive for both the staff and students.
He stated that the institution has put
in place a conducive learning atmosphere
which has brought about good academic
performance of students in the school
and urged students to be diligent in their

383 Visually-Impaired Candidates Write 2022 UTME

Joint Admissions and Matriculation
Board, JAMB has disclosed that about 383
visually-impaired candidates had sat for
the 2022 Unified Tertiary Matriculation
Examination, UTME.
The Board in its Weekly Bulletin
stated that the examination, which was
witnessed in eleven centers nationwide,
was organized to ensure that equal
opportunities were given to all candidates.
It added that the candidates, just like
the other candidates, were assessed in
all subjects including the Use of English

and Mathematics with each candidate
sitting the four subjects relevant to his/
her proposed course of study.
The Board also disclosed that the
candidates were also given the option
of taking their examination via braille,
computer or typewriter.
Recall that JAMB in its drive
for equality and inclusivity of its
candidates with varying disabilities,
set up a committee comprising a select
group of senior academics and special
education experts known as JAMB Equal

Opportunity Group, JEOG, headed by the
former executive secretary of the National
University Commission, NUC, and now
Chairman Governing Board of National
Open University of Nigeria, NOUN.
The group that was tasked with
the responsibility of conducting all
examinations for these sets of candidates
with special needs.
In the JEOG report on the conduct of
the 2022 UTME for the candidates with
special needs, Prof Okebukola disclosed
that this year’s figure was higher than

those of the two previous years which
were 351 for 2020 and 332 for 2021.
He added that out of these numbers,
89 and 110 respectively of this class
of candidates gained admission into
various tertiary institutions to study
programmes of their choice including
Law, Mass Communication, Mathematics,
Engineering , among others.
He added that the group in the last five
years since it was constituted processed
over 2200 candidates for the UTME with
more than one-third of them admitted
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No Errors In UTME
Results Scoring
System – JAMB
Joint Admissions and Matriculation
Board, JAMB, has warned the
general
public,
particularly
candidates in the just- concluded
2022 Unified Tertiary Matriculation
Examination, UTME, to be wary
of the guile and other unsavoury
activities of fraudsters who are
making false claims of errors in the
scoring of candidates in the 2022
UTME.
A statement signed by JAMB
Head, Public Affairs and Protocol,
Fabian Benjamin, revealed that the
UTME is a computer-based test that
was graded electronically with no
human mediation whatsoever.
“Consequently, the unfounded
rumours making the rounds are
nothing but the products of the
deceitful brains of the masterminds
of these baseless imputations. Hence,
the Board reiterates that there is
no room for errors in its electronic
scoring system nor does it plan to
organise another UTME.
“This
clarification
became
necessary following reports of
a purported rescheduling of the
UTME from a section of the social
media citing phantom errors in
the computer scoring system and a
purported apology from JAMB to the
effect that another UTME would be
organised”, the statement said
The Board stated that the reports
were not only false, mischievous, but
also misleading and crafted out of the
frustration and inability of fraudsters
to dupe unsuspecting candidates
owing to the series of innovative
strategies the Board had put in place
to protect candidates.
“The public would recall that
the Board had envisaged some
of these inglorious strategies of
these nefarious individuals and
had sounded a note of warning
to the candidates and the general
public alike so as to preclude the
possibilities of them falling victims of
the evil machinations of fraudsters.
“JAMB, once again, advises the
general public to disregard this item
of news as it does not emanate from
JAMB nor has it authorised any
individual or group to make such a
pronouncement on its behalf.
“The Board, therefore, advises
candidates to avail themselves of its
user-friendly advisories on assessing
their 2022 UTME results and other
processes through periodic visits to
www.jamb.gov.ng” , the statement
added.
studies to aid them graduate as planned.
He lamented the high number of
students’ withdrawals from the institution
due to poor academic performance and
urged them to be determined in their
studies to enable them to have a better
future.

to programmes of their choice in the
universities and other higher institutions
across the country.
He noted that the goal of the special
consideration of these category of
candidates was to ensure that no Nigerian
who is qualified is
denied the opportunity to sit for the
UTME irrespective of their disability
adding that the upsurge witnessed in this
year’s UTME would be connected to the
confidence of these set of candidates in
the activities of the group.
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“Building a solid foundation in the early years
of a child’s life will not only help him or her
reach their reach their full potential but will
also result in better societies as a whole.”
– Novak Djokovic

Hoops Dreams
Partners South West
Basketball Association
On U- 14 Camp

Messi To Join Inter Miami In 2023

Former Barcelona forward Lionel Messi reportedly
plans to sign for Inter Miami in 2023.
The Barcelona legend has endured a mixed
first campaign at Parc des Princes, contributing
11 goals and 13 assists from 32 appearances
but failing to lead PSG past the last 16 of the
Champions League.
If speculation is to be believed, the 34-year-old
will be losing main strike partner Kylian Mbappei
n the coming weeks, the Frenchman seemingly on
the brink of signing for Real Madrid.

BY JOEL AJAYI

Hoops Dreams in conjunction with the
South West Basketball Association will
hold South West under-14 Children’s
Day Basketball for boys and girls on
May 26 -27 at the Lekan Salami Stadium
in Ibadan.
The event will have one team each in
the boys and girls categories from Lagos,
Ogun, Oyo, Osun, Ondo, and Ekiti state
for the two days event. It comes a few
days after the conclusion of the South
West Basketball Association organised
secondary school basketball championship
for boys and girls.
Proprietor of Hoop Dreams Nigeria,
Damola Awosika said the annual event
which enters its seventh season provides a
platform for kids from the six South West
zones to come together, improve their
basketball skills, and network.
“We will provide accommodation for
two days for all participating teams. Free
meals and t-shirts will be provided for
all participants on the final day of the
competition. We are ready to continue our
tradition. We hope to make this bigger as
we continue on this journey”.
Apart from the forced break occasioned
by the COVID-19 lockdown, the basketball
camp enters its fourth edition.
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According to the report , Messi will be follo
suit a year later when he departs the Ligue 1 g
at the end of his contract.
The report claims that the Argentina internat
will move to Inter Miami and also acquire 35
shares in the MLS side, which currently has
owners in David Beckham, Jorge Mas and Jose M
Inter Miami are enduring another disappoi
season in the Eastern Conference, the team s
second bottom having accumulated just 11 p
from as many games.
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Future Is Bright For Nigerian Athletics – Minister

BY JOEL AJAYI

Minister of Youth and Sports Development,
Sunday Dare said the future of the sport of track
and field is bright in Nigeria following another
impressive display by the country’s athletes both
at home and abroad.
It will be recalled that of recent, the like
of Johnson Nnamani, Egbuchilem Raphael
Chimezie, Ezekiel Nathaniel, Favour Ofili,
Rosemary Chukwuma, Alaba Akintola and
Favour Ashe among others displayed standout
performances at the 3rd AFN All Comers in Abuja
and the Collegiate Circuit in the USA.
Teenagers Nnamani and Egbuchilem both
improved on their Personal Best at the Abuja Meet
while Ezekiel broke Henry Amike’s 35 year old
400m hurdles Nigeria record.
Ofili was simply unstoppable as she successfully
completed a sprint double, running 10.93s in the
100m and 22.04s in the 200m.
Ashe and Akintola set new Personal Best
times in the 100m, both running 10.04s while
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Chukwuma ran a wind-aided 10.88s to place
third in the 100m before scorching to a wind-legal
22.33s finish in the half lap.
World U20 200m and 400m champions, Udodi
Onwuzurike and Imaobong Nse Uko also set new
lifetime bests with the former running 20.09s in
the half lap event while the latter raced to a new
51.24s best in the 400m.
According to the Sports Minister, the
performances by our athletes show the depth
of talents we have in Nigeria. I am particularly
pleased that the majority of the athletes left Nigeria
between 2020 and 2021 and their incredible rise to
world class standards is a testimony that we have
the talents here”.
Continuing, Dare is convinced investments
in our home based stars will always produce
results and congratulates the AFN for providing
competition for the athletes.
“I was at the AFN All Comers in Abuja on
Thursday and Friday and witnessed how our
athletes, especially the junior ones, have been
improving, setting new lifetime bests.
“I have been following the performances of our
athletes, especially the junior ones that achieved
unprecedented feats at the Nairobi World U20
Championship last year and saw how Ezekiel
improved from a 51 seconds runner to a sub 49
seconds athlete . Now, he has broken a 35 year
old national record”, said Dare who recalls some
of the athletes were in the Sports Ministry’s adopt
an athlete programme.
“This shows with the right investment, we can
achieve so much. We all saw how Enoch Adegoke
and Grace Nwokocha defied the odds to qualify
for the Tokyo Olympics as home based athletes” .

FIVB Assures More Support To Develop Volleyball In Nigeria
BY JOEL AJAYI

Ondo Govt Affirms
Reward For
Outstanding Athletes

Ondo State Commissioner for Youth and
Sports Development, Mr Bamidele Ologun,
has affirmed his support for athletes who have
done well in sports in the state.
Ologun stated this in Akure while hosting
boxers that won five medals in boxing
competitions held in Kaduna State in March.
The championship, which was hosted in
Kaduna, was tagged National Men and Women
Open Boxing Championship.
The commissioner, while welcoming the
boxers to his office, appreciated their efforts
and encouraged them to work harder, adding
that the state was preparing for the National
Sports Festival in Asaba, Delta.
“l appreciate the management of Ondo State
Sports Council, JAC Boxers Promotions and the
athletes for being good ambassadors of the state.
“Most especially, I thank Mr Governor,
for his support for Sports development in the
state”, he said.
In his remarks, the General Manager of the
State Sports Council, Mr Henry Babatunde, said
he was delighted to have led the team of great
ambassadors, who had made the state proud by
winning medals.
It was gathered that the commissioner later
presented undisclosed cash gifts to the boxers.

Vice-President of International Volleyball
Federation, Mushtaque Mohammed said the
international body is set to assist the Nigeria
Volleyball Federation ,NVBF, in developing
the sport in the country.
Mohammed disclosed this to journalists on
arrival at the Nnamdi Azikiwe International
Airport in Abuja on Monday
The former President of Trinidad and
Tobago Volleyball Federation said there is a
need to help the development of the sport and
enhance the participation of Nigeria in world
championships and Olympics.
According to him, Nigeria is part of the
countries in Africa where there is a need for
the development of the sport from cadets to
senior level.
He said, “Nigeria, like most countries, is
really important in the development of world
Volleyball.
“There is a need to help the development
of the sport and to enhance the participation
of Nigeria in world championships and
Olympics.
“We are here to discuss with the National
federation what types of support we can bring
to Nigeria so that volleyball can develop in a
big way”, he said.
Mohammed, who is also the President
of the International Volleyball Federation
,FIVB, Development Commission said
Nigeria needed to do more competitions ahead
despite participating in the FIVB U19 Boys

Championship twice.
He said, “The junior category is one of the
most important categories for development
because Nigeria is doing well in the junior
category.
“There is no upward transition and that is
what we need to help you win; we need to help
you with new technology, better administration.
“We need to train the administrators so that
leadership can help to bring that transition from
the youth to junior and to senior category.
On his part, Olympic Gold medalist Gilberto
Amauri, known as “Giba” said, the development
commission will help to develop the 54
countries in Africa which Nigeria is part of.
The three times World Champion revealed
that Nigeria is among the well structured
volleyball nations in Africa.
Giba who doubles as the secretary of the
International Volleyball Federation ,FIVB,
Athletes’ Commission said, ”The development
commission will help to develop the 54
countries in Africa of which Nigeria is part of
these countries.

Coach Baraje Screens Foo
BY DAVID CHRISTOPHER, LAFIA

Senator Abdullahi Adamu the National
Chairman of All Progressive Congress APC
has appointed Zakari Baraje to conduct a talent
hunt of players that would be used to form
the keffi United Football club in preparations
to be featured in the National league of next
season and other football competitions within
and outside the country. Baraje has expressed
optimism and promised to achieve success at
the end of the exercise.
Speaking with the AljazirahNigeria Sports,
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“Don’t force your kids into sports. I never was.
To this day, my dad has never asked me to go
play golf. I ask him. It’s the child’s desire to play
that matters, not the parent’s desire to have the
child play. Fun. Keep it fun.” – Tiger Woods
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FG May Lifts International Ban On Basketball If...
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BY JOEL AJAYI
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Ministry of Youth and Sports Development
says it has a duty to approach the Federal
Government to reconsider Nigeria’s
withdrawal from international basketball,
but only if there are improvements on the state
of the game and unity amongst stakeholders.
Last Wednesday, the Federal Government’s
decision to have Nigeria withdraw from
international basketball for two years was
announced, as the Ministry promised to work

assiduously to return the game to the top.
Issues ranging from leadership instability,
dissatisfaction amongst players, stagnancy
of the local league amongst other serious
concerns led to the decision.
A source said “we have tried several ways to
solve this crisis in the fight for administration
in the interest of all parties and players but we
discovered that the more we tried, the lower
we sank. There were disruptive protests, we
didn’t have a league, players were suffering,

and something drastic needed to be done”.
In a bid to kick start the restoration process,
the Ministry said an Interim Management
Committee will be set up to pilot affairs for
a period.
However, the Sports Ministry has
rolled plans for it to begin its grassroots
development programme with a zonal
secondary championship in June, across
all geo-political zones before the national
championships in Abuja.

Bitnob Signs Multi-Year Sponsorship With Nigeria Professional Football League Cricket: ECB Chief

Bitnob, a company on a mission to redefine
how financial services are built and delivered
leveraging the bitcoin network, has signed a multiyear partnership with the Nigerian Professional
Football League ,NPFL, managed by the League
Management Company ,LMC, as an Elite sponsor,
making it the exclusive Fintech partner for the
league.
Bernard Parah, the CEO of Bitnob said the
partnership is a vehicle to reach the people
who need their solutions in business and wealth
creation and at the same time provide the company

the opportunity to contribute to the development
of the domestic league which is a national asset.
According to Parah, “This partnership takes
us to the people that need our solutions and helps
us work with the NPFL to develop our league for
more possibilities. Bitcoin, just like football, is
about hope, oneness, and freedom, and at Bitnob,
we are excited to be making this happen to inspire
hope and showcase possibilities in our own league.
If we don’t believe in what is ours, then who will?”
Bitnob has established itself as a trailblazer
and a company that sits at the cutting edge of

leveraging bitcoin to solve everyday problems.
On her website, Bitnob says one of its core values
is crazy, and that means they think limitless,
break barriers and do the impossible. With this
partnership, Bitnob further strengthens this core
belief by going where no one else in their industry
has gone.
After signing the contract, Chairman of the
League Management Company ,LMC, Shehu
Dikko described the partnership as a marriage of
football and technology which is critical to the
next phase of global football.

Executive To Step
Down In June

England and Wales Cricket Board Chief
Executive, Tom Harrison will step down from
the role in June.
Harrison was appointed in 2014 and
oversaw the introduction of The Hundred,
which started last year.
Former England captain and women’s
cricket managing director Clare Connor will
take over on an interim basis amid a turbulent
period for English cricket.
Harrison said he had “put everything into
this role” but “now is the right time to bring
in fresh energy”.
England men’s cricket has already
undergone an extensive overhaul in the past
three months after the heavy Ashes defeat in
Australia over the winter.
Brendon McCullum has taken over as
men’s Test coach, with Ben Stokes replacing
Joe Root as Test captain and Rob Key
appointed managing director.
The England-Wales Cricket Board ,ECB, is
still searching for a new chairman following
the departure of Ian Watmore in October.
Harrison’s tenure since replacing former
chief executive David Collier has been
controversial.
In 2017 he oversaw the signing of a
£1.1bn TV rights deal with Sky Sports and
the BBC that runs until 2024, and England
also won the men’s and women’s 50-over
World Cups during his term, in 2019 and
2017 respectively.

creens Football Players For Up Coming Keffi United
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at the keffi Mini Stadium venue of the screening
exercise cum competition of the eight teams
across the five participating Local Government
Areas within the Nasarawa West Zone of
Nasarawa State. Coach Baraje assured that his
work is going on steady and result-orientated
“Given the abundant talents who appeared to
be promising. The work is going steadily and so
far the players that appeared are quate good and
promising and have already been discovered
and we are continuing with the search until we
get the best at the end of the day”, he stated.
Coach Baraje coached Gombe, Plateau and

Nasarawa United Football Clubs in the past
however observed that the major challenge was
that most of the players were not adequately
groomed and lacked the requisite stamina to
actively play a standard football competition.
He therefore assured that when he finally
gets them as a team he is going to give them
all the necessary training that would build up
their stamina, strength and capacities to meet
up with the challenges.
“When the final selection of the team is
done they would be made to have the requisite
training to build up their stamina, capacities and

confidence to meet-up with the challenges of
national competition”, Baraje assured.
He then expressed his gratitude to the
sponsor of the competition Senator Abdullahi
Adamu for giving him the opportunity to do the
job and assured his determination to justify the
confidence reposed on him.
Meanwhile, AljazirahNigeria Sports has
observed that most of the teams and players
participating in the competition were struggling
hard to give a good account of themselves in
order to be selected and also win the prizes that
were up for grab
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Daga hagu: Daraktan Hukumar Sufurin Jiragen Sama, Mista Mohammed Khalifa Rahma; Sakatare Janar, ICAO, Mista Juan Carlos Salaazar; Shugaban kasa Muhammadu Buhari; Shugaban ma’aikata,
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Ku Zavi ‘Yan Takara Dai-dai Da Qwarewarsu Saraki Ya Gaya Wa Wakilan Jam’iyya
BY MUYIWA OYINLOLA

Na gaba-gaba a ‘yan takarar neman
kujerar shugabancin qasa na Jam’iyyar
PDP, Sanata Bukola Saraki, ya buqaci
wakilan jam’iyyar da su tantance duk
masu neman shugabancin qasar nan
ta hanyar haxa kan Nijeriya, da jawo
jari da kuma iya magance rashin tsaro.
Saraki ya bayyana haka ne a lokacin
da ya gana da wakilan jam’iyyar PDP
na babban birnin tarayya, FCT, a
daren ranar Litinin a Abuja.
“A inda Nijeriya take a yau, qasar ba
za ta iya wasa da babban zaven 2023
ba; ba za mu iya zavar wani daban ba.”
Ya ce qasar na cikin wani
mawuyacin hali, inda ya qara da cewa
“idan ba mu zavi wanda ya dace ba,
Allah ya kiyaye abin da zai faru da
Nijeriya”.
“A yau, abin takaici a Nijeriya,
muna da tarihin satar mutane mafi
yawa a duniya; muna da kaso mafi

girma na yaran da ba su zuwa
makaranta, mafi girman tarihin
ta’addanci, rashin aikin yi da talauci.
“Dole ne mu nemo shugaban da
ya san yadda za a ceto Nijeriya, dole
ne ku dubi dukkanmu kuma ku dubi
qwarewarmu.
“Ku auna qarfinmu da wanda
zai iya haxa kan Niajeriya. Domin
haxa kan Nijeriya dole ne ku duba
bayananmu. Wane ne wanda ya
kasance a matsayi wanda ya haxa
kowa da kowa.
“Dole ne ku iya haxin gwiwa, da
haxa kai mutane tare. Abin da Nijeriya
ke buqata kenan a yau a matsayin
jagoranci. “Dole ne ku zama wanda
Arewa da Kudu za su iya cewa ‘shi ne
zai iya haxa mu tare’. Mu duba duk
masu son a ga wane ne zai iya haxa
kan Nijeriya.
“Muna da matasa da tsofaffi. Wane
mai kishin qasa ne zai iya haxa kan
matasa da tsofaffi? Na yi imani ni ne

zan iya haxa kan matasa da tsofaffi,”
in ji Saraki. Tsohon Shugaban
Majalisar Dattawan ya kuma buqaci
wakilan da su yi la’akari da masu son
zuba jari a Abuja da kuma kare rayuka
da dukiyoyin mazauna garin.
“Ga Abuja, abu mafi muhimmanci
shi ne zuba jari. Mun ga yadda Abuja
ta ci gaba tsawon shekaru. “Kuna
buqatar shugaban da zai qarfafa
wa mutane gwiwa su kawo kuxi su
zuba jari a Abuja. Idan sun zuba jari
a Abuja, za ku zauna cikin kyawun
yanayi. Za a samu qarin ayyuka.”
Tsohon gwamnan na Kwara ya ce idan
aka zave shi zai yi nazarin fasahar da
zai mayar da Abuja ta zama gari mai
tsaro na zamani.
Ya ce Abuja ce kawai birni na
zamani da ba shi da cikakken tsaro
na sa’o’i 24. “Lokacin da ka zave ni
shugaban qasa zan tabbatar da fasaha,
cewa ko’ina a nan Abuja an rufe kuma
za mu iya ganin abin da ke faruwa

kuma mutane za su tsira. “A yau babu
wani birni a duniya, inda ba a samar
da fasaha ba, inda ko a cikin xakinku
za ku iya ganin motsi.
“Yadda sauran garuruwan ke
zaune lafiya, haka gwamnatina za ta
tabbatar da cewa Abuja haka take,”
Saraki ya qara da cewa Nijeriya na
buqatar shugaba mai jajircewa da
wajen xaukar matakai. Ya ce ya nuna
jarumtaka da jajircewa ta hanyar yin
magana da tsayawa ga ‘yan Nijeriya a
lokacin da yake Shugaban Majalisar
Dattawa, duk da tsangwama da
tursasawa.
“Muna buqatar shugaban qasa
mai mutunta kowa, na nuna hakan
lokacin da nake shugaban qungiyar
gwamnoni. “Muna buqatar shugaban
qasa mai ba da umarnin mutunta
qasashen duniya, saboda muna
buqatar goyon bayan qasashen duniya,
musamman a yanzu da muke yaqi da
rashin tsaro.

2023: Matawalle Ya Buqaci Mambobin APC Su Sanya Jam’iyyar A Zuciyarsu

Ya ce vangarorin da ke gaba da juna
a qarqashin jagorancin Matawalle da
magabacinsa Abdulazeez Yari sun
amince su yi aiki tare. Shugabannin
biyu na jam’iyyar APC na Zamfara
sun sanar da sasantawar a sakatariyar
jam’iyyar ta qasa inda shugabannin

biyu suka bayyana cewa sun sasanta
rikicin siyasar da ke tsakaninsu.
Shugaban jam’iyyar APC na qasa
wanda ya bayyana farin cikinsa da
wannan ci gaban ya ce qudurin yana
da maslaha ga jam’iyyar gaba xaya
gabanin zave mai zuwa. Ya buqaci

a yi biyayya da magana da kuma
wasiqar yarjejeniyar da kuma koyi
mutunta juna. “Sun amince da yin
aiki tare domin samun nasarar babbar
jam’iyyarmu.
Shugaban jam’iyyar APC na qasa
wanda ya bayyana farin cikinsa da

wannan ci gaban ya ce qudurin yana
da maslaha ga jam’iyyar gaba xaya
gabanin zave mai zuwa. Ya buqaci a
yi biyayya da sulhun da kuma wasiqar
yarjejeniyar da koyi mutunta juna.
“Sun amince da yin aiki tare domin
samun nasarar babbar jam’iyyarmu.

Buhari Ya Taya Mai Rajin Tallata APC Hannah Egbo Cikar Shekaru 90
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

Shugaban Q
asa Muhammadu
Buhari ya bi sahun shugabanni da
‘ya’yan jam’iyyar (APC) domin
gudanar da bikin tare da jiga-jigan
jam’iyyar kuma mai wayar da kan
jama’a, Hannah Egbo, murnar cika
shekaru 90 a duniya, a ranar Talata.
Shugaban, a cikin wata sanarwa
da mai taimaka masa kan harkokin
yaxa labarai, Malam Garba Shehu,

ya fitar a ranar Litinin a Abuja, ya
yi murna da farin ciki, sannan ya
buqaci ta ci gaba da jajircewarsa ya
yin da qwazonsa ke ci gaba da fice.
Buhari ya taya ‘yan uwa da
abokan arziki da abokan hulxar
Misis Egbo musamman cocin
Katolika. Egbo ta yi aiki kuma ta
sami lambobin yabo a matsayin
shugabar qungiyar mata ta Katolika
(CWO) sau uku a matakin Parish
da Archdiocesan, kuma ta kasance

uwargidan kiristoci na St Mulumba
kuma tsohuwar shugabar majalisa
biyu.
Shugaban ya lura da kyakkyawan
tsarin da jigon jam’iyyar ta yi a
matsayin ‘yar uwa mai kishi, wadda
ta yi aiki na tsawon shekaru a Agbor
da Legas, ta kuma samu na muqami
na farko a matsayin ungozoma,
inda ta wakilci Nijeriya a fagen qasa
da qasa da kuma kawo xaukaka ga
qasar.

A cewarsa, Egbo ta nuna
soyayyar ta ga Allah, inda aka horar
da ita a matsayin ma’aikaciyar
jinya da kuma halayen jagoranci a
dukkan nauyin da ke kanta, kuma
irin yadda ta kasance uwa ta kawo
sauyi sosai wajen inganta rayuwar
mutane da dama. Shugaban ya
yi addu’ar Allah ya bai wa Egbo,
wanda ita ne uwar gidan tsohon
babban sakataren, marigayi Chief
ASN Egbo.

Rundunar ‘Yan
Sanda Ta Tabbatar
Da Kashe Shugaban
Jam’iyyar PDP A
Akwa Ibom

Rundunar ‘yan sandan Jihar Akwa
Ibom ta tabbatar da kisan wani jigo
a jam’iyyar PDP, Cif Silvester Ntefre,
wanda aka kashe a Qaramar Hukumar
Oruk Anam a ranar 15 ga watan
Mayu.
Jami’in hulxa da jama’a na
rundunar ‘yan sandan jihar, SP Odiko
Macdon, shi ya bayyana hakan a ranar
Talata a Uyo.
“Mun karvi rahoton kuma muna
aiki-akai,” in ji Macdon.
Sanarwar ta PPRO ta kuma
bayyana cewa, kwamishinan ‘yan
sanda, Andrew Aniengheme, ya
umarci mataimakin kwamishinan da
ke kula da yankin da ya xauki nauyin
lamarin domin gudanar da bincike
na gaskiya. “Yayin da nake magana,
tuni an samar da wasu tsare-tsare
don tabbatar da cewa an gurfanar da
waxanda suka aikata laifin.
“ Matasan unguwar da ‘yan sanda
sun fatattaki masu laifin amma da
qyar suka tsere. “Ina tabbatar muku
da dabarun da Kwamishinan ‘yan
sandan ya yi, nan ba da jimawa ba za
a gurfanar da waxanda suka aikata
laifin.
“Mu yi addu’a kawai mu bar ‘yan
sanda su yi aikinsu,” in ji Macdon.
Haka kuma, wata majiya ta shaida
wa NAN cewa an kashe jigon PDP,
Marigayi Ntefre a gidansa da ke
Ekparakwa, Qaramar Hukumar Oruk
Anam ta jihar.
Ya ce ‘yan bindigar sun isa gidan
marigayin ne a cikin wata baqar Jeep
kirar Jeep inda suka ja shi waje yayin
da sauran ‘yan qungiyar ke harbeharbe don tsoratar da maqwabta.
Ya ce waxanda suka aikata wannan
aika-aika sun ja shi cikin daji da ke
kusa da shi inda suka harbe shi da
harbi da bindiga yayin da wasu ’yan
qungiyar da ke jira a cikin wata baqar
Jeep da suka barta a wurin, suka fita da
motarsu suka tsere cikin daji.
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FCT-IRS Ta
Wajibi NBA Da Ta Xau Mataki Kan HareQaddamar Da
Haren Da Ake Kaiwa Fannin Shari’a - Wike
Shaidar Biyan
Gwamna Nyesom Wike na Ribas ya fi yin illa ga al’umma da kuma nuna ba, kuma duk sashen shari’a ya sha
shugabannin qungiyar lauyoyin rashin amincewarsu.
wahala. Wike ya ba da tabbacin cewa
Harajin Lantarki buqaci
Nijeriya (NBA) da su wuce fitar da
Ya kuma bayyana rashin jituwa da idan aka zave shi Shugaban Nijeriya
da xaukar qwararan matakai wasu masu magana a zaman kotun a 2023, zai yi aiki tare da Majalisar
Domin Bankaxo bayanai,
kan hare-haren da ake kai wa vangaren na ranar Alhamis da aka shirya don Dokoki ta qasa don ba da fifiko kan jin
shari’a a qasar. Wike ya bayar da girmama mai shari’a Odili.
daxin jami’an shari’a, ciki har da samar
Na Bogi
wannan cajin ne a lokacin gabatar da
Masu jawabai sun zargi ‘yan siyasa da motoci na hukuma da wurin kwana
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

Ma’aikatar Tattara Harajin ta Babban
Birnin Tarayya, FCT-IRS, ta qaddamar
da takardar shaidar biyan harajin
lantarki (E-TCC) don tantance ayyukan
’yan damfara da za su iya karya irin
wannan takarda.
Muqaddashin Shugaban Hukumar,
Haruna Abdullahi ne ya bayyana hakan
a lokacin da yake ganawa da ‘yan
kwamitin kuxi na majalisar a zauren
majalisar a ranar Litinin a Abuja.
Abdullahi ya bayyana cewa hukumar
ta E-TCC ta qarfafa wannan aiki ta
yadda zai yi wahala mutum ya yi ta bogi
saboda shigar da lambar QR.
Ya ce wannan qoqarin zai taimaka
wa Hukumar wajen ganin ba ta yi
qanqanta ba tare da havaka kuxaxen
shiga ga Babban Birnin Tarayya Abuja.
Shugaban ya bayyana cewa E-TCC
takarda ce da Hukumar Tara Haraji ta
fitar don tabbatar da cewa mutum ko
wani kamfani yana bin ka’idojin da
suka dace kamar yadda doka ta bayyana
a cikin wani lokaci da aka kayyade
yawanci na shekaru uku da suka gabata.
Da yake qarin haske kan sashe na
85 na dokar harajin kuxin shiga na
shekarar 2011 da aka yi wa gyara,
Abdullahi ya ce: “A duk lokacin da
hukumar harajin da abin ya shafa ke
da ra’ayin cewa harajin da aka tantance
a kan kuxin shigar mutum na tsawon
shekaru uku, to zai biya kafin shekarar
tantancewar ya cika.
” Ko kuma a ce babu wani haraji da
za a biya a kan kuxin shiga ko kuma
ba a biya wa mutum harajin na tsawon
waxannan shekaru uku ba, to sai dai a
ba wa mutumin takardar shaidar biyan
haraji cikin makonni biyu na buqatar
wannan takardar ko kuma ta ba da
dalilai masu gamsarwa.”
A cewarsa, yayin bayar da takardar
shaidar biyan haraji, dole ne a yi takatsan-tsan don tabbatar da biyan wasu
sharudda da masu biyan haraji suka
cika kuma hukumar haraji ta gamsu.
Ya bayyana cewa dole ne mai biyan
haraji ya gabatar da buqatarsa ga
E-TCC kuma ya amince da shi yadda ya
kamata da kuma takardar shedar samun
kuxin shiga na shekara ‘A’ sannan kuma
fom xin bayyana kuxin shiga na shekara
uku dole ne a cika shi kuma mai biyan
haraji ya sanya hannu.
Shugaban na FCT-IRS ya kuma lura
da cewa an bayyana wasu abubuwan
da suka haxa da albashi, waxanda suka
haxa da alawus-alawus, ‘gratuities,
superannuation’ ko tsarin fansho da
duk wani kuxin shiga da aka samu ta
hanyar aiki kawai.
Abdullahi ya jaddada cewa dole ne a
tantance kuxaxen shiga da aka bayyana,
a gamsu kuma a ba da shaidar irin
wannan kuxaxen shiga yayin da kuma
dole ne a tabbatar da fa’ida bisa sashe
na 4 na PITA 2011.
Shugaban hukumar ya shawarci
masu biyan haraji da su yi qoqarin
bayyana abin da suke samu a koda
yaushe tare da shaidar da za ta gamsar
da ma’aikatan hukumar haraji, yayin da
za a gudanar da aikin yadda ya kamata
cikin lokacin da aka qayyade.
“A bayyane yake cewa bayar da TCC
yana bisa ga ikon Sabis a cikin hujja bisa
abubuwan da aka jera a cikin sashe na
31 na Dokar FCT-IRS, 2015 da PITA,
2011 (kamar yadda aka gyara) na iya
bayar da haraji ko a’a,” ya qara da cewa.

littafin don karrama mai shari’a Mary
Peter-Odili a wani xangare na ayyukan
da ta yi na yin ritaya daga Kotun Qolin
Nijeriya da kuma bikin cikarta shekaru
70 a Fatakwal.
Wike, wanda ya bayyana hakan a
cikin wata sanarwa da Mista Kelvin
Ebiri, mai taimaka masa na musamman
kan harkokin yaxa labarai ya fitar, ya
bayyana takaicinsa kan yadda NBA ke
tafiyar da al’amuran da suka shafi sauyesauyen al’umma, inda ya ce hakan ya

kan qalubalen da vangaren shari’a ya
fuskanta.
Gwamnan ya yi zargin cewa, a
shekarar 2016 ne gwamnatin tarayya ta
qaddamar da shirin kai samame gidajen
alqalai da suka haxa da na kotun qoli a
Abuja, Fatakwal, Gombe, Kano, Enugu
da Sokoto.
Ya yi nuni da cewa, a lokacin da
alqalai ba su da gaba gaxi da riqon
amana, cikin sauqi su kan juyar da
matsi da tasiri da kuma iko da bai dace

na tsawon lokaci “kamar yadda ake yi
a Rivers”.
Tsohuwar mai shari’a a Kotun Qolin
Nijeriya, Mai shari’a Mary Peter Odili,
ta bayyana cewa alqalan Nijeriya na
cikin waxanda suka fi kowa adalci a
duniya, amma ba a tava yi musu adalci.
Mai shari’a Odili, wacce kuma ita ce
uwargidan gwamnan Rivers, tsakanin
shekarar 1999 zuwa 2007, ta bayyana jin
daxin ta yadda aka buga wasu hukuncehukuncenta domin jama’a su tantance.

Hakimin Rigachikun, Abdulrashid Sani, shine yake yiwa yara allurar rigakafin cutar shan inna, a yayin bikin kaddamar da
allurar rigakafin cutar shan inna da hukumar kula da lafiya matakin farko ta karamar hukumar Igabi tare da hadin gwiwar
‘yan jarida suka yi da cutar Polio, a garin Rigachikun da ke Kaduna, jiya.
HOTO: NAN

SON Ta Qwace Kayayyakin Jabu Da Ya Kai
Naira Miliyan 2 A Filato
Ko’odinetan Hukumar Kula Da
Daidaito a Nijeriya, SON, ofishin
Filato, Mista Gambo Dimka, ya ce
qungiyar ta kama kayayyakin da ba su
da inganci da darajarsu ta kai Naira
miliyan 2 a Filato.
Dimka, ya bayyana haka ne a ranar
Talata a garin Jos, ya kuma bayyana
cewa, kayayyakin da aka kama sun
haxa da kayan abinci da kuma tayoyin
da aka yi amfani da su waxanda ko dai
sun kare ne ko kuma marasa inganci

kuma ba su da lafiya ga mutum ko
amfani da su.
Ya yi nuni da cewa, an kama
kayayyakin ne a lokacin da SON ke
sa ido a rumfuna daga watan Janairu
zuwa Afrilu.
Ya kuma yi nuni da cewa, baya ga
yadda ake kai samame kan rumfunan
sayar da kayayyakin da suka kare da
kuma waxanda ba su da inganci a
matsayin hanyar hawa al’umma da
abubuwan da ba su da inganci, “SON

na gudanar da shirye-shiryen wayar da
kan jama’a iri-iri”.
Ya shawarci jama’a, baya ga neman
lokacin qarewar kayayyakin, su kuma
nemi alamun ingancin SON kamar
tambarin “MANCAP, don tabbatar
da cewa SON sun tabbatar da ingancin
kayayyakin”.
Ya kuma gargaxi masu hannu da
shuni wajen sayar da kayayyakin da ba
su dace ba ga jama’a da su daina yin
hakan ko kuma su fuskanci fushin doka.

Yunwa Ga Yara Za Ta Ta’azzara Sakamakon Yaqin
Ukraine- Majalisar Xinkin Duniya
BY AMEH GEORGE

Jerin matsalolin tattalin arziki na
duniya, yanayin siyasa da sarqar
samar da kayayyaki na sanya
qalubalen samar da abinci ga yara
masu haxarin gaske ya zama abin
da ba za a iya magancewa ba, in
ji Asusun Kula Qananan Yara na
Duniya (UNICEF) a ranar Talata.
“Duniya tana cikin hanzari ta

zama wani akwati na kama-da-wane
na mutuwar yara da masu fama da
almubazzaranci,” in ji Daraktar
UNICEF, Catherine Russell a cikin
wata sanarwa da aka fitar tare da
rahoton.
Rahoton ya mayar da hankali ne
kan haxarin da ke tattare da varna
mai tsanani, inda yara suka yi
tsayin daka sosai, wanda ke haifar
da raunin garkuwar jiki.

A cewar rahoton, yara miliyan
13.6 masu shekaru 5 zuwa qasa da
su ne ke fama da matsalar.
Rahotannin sun ce samar wa
yara abincin da suke buqata ya riga
ya zama matsala tun shekarar da ta
fara, saboda tashe-tashen hankulan
da ake samu na isar da saqo
sakamakon rufe masana’antu da
tashoshin jiragen ruwa sakamakon
cutar Korona.

Jonathan Ya Taya Mary Odili Murnar Shekara 70 Na Ritaya A Kotun Qoli
BY CYRIL OGAR

Tsohon Shugaban Qasa Goodluck
Jonathan ya taya mai shari’a Mary Odili
murnar cika shekaru 70 da yin murabus
daga Kotun Qoli. Jonathan, a wani
saqon fatan alheri da ya sanya wa hannu,
ya bayyana Odili a matsayin mai qwazo

a aikin gwamnati. “Ina taya Honarabul
Mai shari’a Mary Odili, a yayin bikin
cikarta shekaru 70 da yin ritaya daga
Kotun Qoli bayan ta yi aikin gwamnati.
“Ita fitacciyar jarumar shari’a ce wadda
za a ci gaba da yin la’akari da hidimar
da take yi a qasa sakamakon fahimtarta
na daidaito, mutunci da kuma amana

ga vangaren shari’ar qasar. “Tana barin
benci a matsayin fitacciyar malamar
shari’a. Sadaukar da kai ga aikinta ya
kai ta ga qololuwar aikinta, kasancewar
ta yi aiki mai daraja a matsayin majistare,
alqalin Kotun Qoli da kuma adalci na
kotun xaukaka qara da kuma Kotun
Qolin qasar.
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Jami’ar Osun Ba
Ta Da Aniyar
Shiga Yajin Aikin
ASUU - Hukumar
Gudanarwa
Hukumar Gudanarwar Jami’ar
Jihar Osun, UniOSUN, ta bayyana
cewa makarantar ba ta da niyyar
shiga yajin aikin Masana’antu da
Qungiyar Malaman Jami’o’i, ASUU
ke yi. Hakan na qunshe ne cikin wata
sanarwa da jami’in hulxa da jama’a
na Jami’ar, Adesoji Ademola, ya fitar
a ranar Litinin.
Matsayin hukumar ya sabawa
kalaman da mukaddashin shugaban
makarantar reshen ASUU, Dr Wende
Olaosebikan ya yi. Adesoji, ya ce
kungiyar ba za ta shiga yajin aikin
ASUU ba, don kada ta kawo cikas ga
kalandar karatun makaranta. “Batun
siyar da UniOsun shine cewa ba mu
rasa ko tsawaita kalandar karatun mu.
Shekarunmu hudu kullum shekaru
hudu ne.
“Mun samu, a wani lokaci
Shugaban ASUU na qasa, kuma
mun bayyana matsayar mu game da
shiga yajin aikin ASUU. “Muna son
sanar da xaliban Jami’ar da masu
ruwa da tsaki da sauran jama’a cewa
UniOsun ba ta da shirin shiga yajin
aikin ASUU.
“Xalibanmu sun dawo da karatun
zangon lokacin damina, kuma za a
fara laccoci nan ba da jimawa ba,” in
ji Adesoji.
Adesoji ya buqaci xaukacin xaliban
da su yi watsi da duk wani bayani
kan UniOsun za su shiga yajin aikin
ASUU nan ba da daxewa ba. NAN ta
ruwaito cewa a ranar 15 ga Fabrairu,
ASUU ta fara yajin aikin makwanni
huxu sakamakon gazawar gwamnatin
tarayya wajen biyan buqatun ta.
Shugaban ASUU na qasa, Farfesa
Emmanuel Osodeke, ya ce an xauki
matakin ne bayan taron kwamitin
zartarwa na qungiyar na qasa.
Osodeke ya ce tun bayan
ganawar qarshe da qungiyar ta yi
da gwamnatin tarayya a Disambar
2021, ba ta samu wata gayyata a
hukumance daga gwamnati ba.
ASUU ta tsawaita matakin da wasu
watanni biyu domin bai wa gwamnati
qarin lokaci domin ta magance
dukkan buqatunta. Qungiyar ta kuma
zargi gwamnati da nuna halin ko in
kula game da buqatunta.
Osodeke, a cikin wata sanarwa da
ya fitar don sanar da tsawaita yajin
aikin, ya lura cewa majalisar zartarwa
ta qasa “ta ji takaicin yadda gwamnati
ba ta bi da al’amuran da suka shafi
su cikin gaggawar da suka kamace su
ba a tsawon makwanni huxu kamar
yadda aka yi tsammanin za a samu
bisa ga gaskiya,”
Ya ce hukumar ta NEC ta
kammala da cewa gwamnati ta kasa
yin gamsasshen duk wasu batutuwan
da aka tavo a yarjejeniyar aiki (MoA)
na shekarar 2020 a cikin sati huxu na
yajin aikin da aka shafe makonni 8
ana yi.
Osodeke ya ce yajin aikin na ci
gaba da yaxuwa sakamakon gazawar
gwamnati na aiwatar da “yarjejeniya”
ta aiwatar da yarjejeniyar aiki, MoA,
ta rattaba hannu da qungiyar a watan
Disamba 2020 kan kuxaxen farfaxo
da jami’o’in gwamnati (na tarayya
da na Jihohi), da sake tattaunawa
kan yarjejeniyar ASUU na 2009 da
kuma tura kuxaxenUTAS.
Sauran buqatun qungiyar kamar
yadda ASUU ta lissafta sun haxa
da kuxaxen da aka samu na ilimi,
Jami’o’in Jihohi, basussukan qarin
girma, albashin ma’aikata, da rashin
tura kuxaxen da aka cire na wasu.
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Buhari To Unveil NNPC Ltd July 18 – Kyari
The new Nigerian National Petroleum
Company Ltd, NNPC Ltd., will be
unveiled by President Muhammadu
Buhari on July 18, 2022, the Chief
Executive Officer of the company, Malam
Mele Kyari, said yesterday while receiving
the CEO of the Year 2021 Award of the

Leadership Newspapers Group in Abuja.
The Leadership Annual Conference
and Award also saw Vice President Prof.
Yemi Osinbajo, and the World Trade
Organisation, WTO, Director-General,
Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala receive the
Leadership Person of the Year Award.

Speaking virtually from Luanda,
Uganda where he is attending the
meeting
of
African
Petroleum
Conference, CAPDE VIII, Kyari expressed
“profound appreciation” toward the
award.
He
thanked
the
Leadership

Newspapers Group for recognising the
efforts of the NNPC.
He said such recognition was a
challenge to do more.
The new Petroleum Industry Act, PIA,
2021 restructured and empowered the
NNPC as a new entity.

Technology, Policy: Nigeria’s Energy Transition Pathway – FG
The Federal Government has said that it is
following an energy transition pathway that
combines technology, investment, business
strategies and policy.
It added that this will enable Nigeria to
transition from its current energy system to a lowcarbon energy system with natural gas playing a
pivotal role over the next generation, between
now and 2060.
The Minister of State for Petroleum Resources,
Chief Timipre Sylva, made the assertion on
Tuesday at the virtual Society of Petroleum
Engineers, SPE, Lagos Annual Technical
Symposium and Exhibition.
The symposium had as its theme: ‘Energy
Transition In Africa: A Strategic Pathway To Net
Zero’.
Sylva said natural gas was a key resource for
energy transition and had all the credentials to
support Nigeria and indeed Africa meet up with
her commitment with the UN 17 Sustainable
Development Goals, SDGs.
He said as a major source of wealth and energy
in Africa, the development of oil and gas resources

proved critical for the continent’s economic growth
and revenue expansion.
According to him, fossil fuels will remain
relevant in the energy mix despite ongoing
campaigns and global energy transition.
“First off, Africa and the world need oil (and
gas for that matter). The world needs oil and gas
because it is what the world relies on for its most
basic needs. And that will not change overnight.
“Therefore, African governments and leaders

should continue to invest in oil and gas, even as
we work to help speed progress to a lower-carbon
future. The International Energy Agency, IEA, on
its part, has reversed its calls for lower oil and gas
spending.
“In just a few months, the industry think tank
group has changed its tune and is now urging
oil and gas companies to increase production.
Multiple pathways to the energy transition should
and must exist in order to ensure that no country

is left behind in the process of achieving net-zero
by 2060,” he said.
Sylva said as a continent, Africa needed to be
intentional and recognise the need to develop
hydrocarbon resources in environmentally and
socially responsible ways.
“And as alluded to by the African Union, we need
to be realistic in choosing the energy transition
pathways which address our unique requirements
and circumstances.

The Independent Petroleum Marketers Association
of Nigeria, IPMAN, yesterday in Sokoto State called
on the Federal Government to settle the N40
billion debt it owed the association.
It said the debt arose from haulage of
petroleum products to Sokoto, Kebbi, Zamfara
and parts of Katsina states by its members.
Alhaji Surajo Yahaya-Kamba, IPMAN Branch
Chairman at Gusau Depot, who supervises
operations in the states, made the call at the
end of a meeting of members.

He said the agreement signed between the
association and the Federal Government was
for the latter to pay fuel haulage claims on a
weekly basis.
“It has been 11 months now that the Federal
Government has not paid our members.
This money is not a subsidy claim. It is the
cost of our individual contributions to fuel
distribution based on agreement entered with
the government.
“The marketers contribute a certain

percentage and the importers also make their
own contribution to the haulage charges; we
wonder why the government will not pay our
money,” he said.
Yahaya-Kamba noted that many of the
haulage firms would soon go out of business if
payment of the debts lingered further.
The meeting was attended by IPMAN
members and members of the National
Association of Road Transport Owners, NARTO,
from the four states.

IPMAN Demands Payment Of N40bn Fuel Haulage Debt
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Naira Trades N600/$ At Parallel Market
BY OSCAR CHUKWUGEKWU WITH
AGENCY REPORT

The naira, yesterday, weakened
against the dollar to trade at
N600 at the parallel market.
Bureaux
De
Change
operators, BDCs, popularly
known as ‘abokis’, said that the
currency fell sharply on Monday.
The figure represents a 0.8 per
cent drop compared to N595 a
dollar it traded last week.
At the Importers and
Exporters, I&E, window, the
currency exchanged N415.75,
widening the margin to
N184.25.
A BDC operator at Ikorodu in
Lagos State, Abubakar, said that
buying and selling prices stood
at N595 and N600 per dollar.
The naira has continued to
weaken in the parallel market
due to increasing demand,
falling external reserves, and
low foreign exchange inflows
into the coffers of Africa’s

biggest economy.
In the last three weeks, the
country’s external reserves
dropped by $700 million to

$38.72 billion as at May 13,
according to figures obtained
from the Central Bank of
Nigeria, CBN.

Experts have also linked the
situation to politics, as they
believe politicians are mopping
up dollars for election primaries

this month.
A parallel market (street/
black market) is characterised
by noncompliant behaviour
with an institutional set of
rules.
The CBN has often
maintained that the parallel
market is not the true reflection
of the naira.
Recently, the US Federal
Reserve, USFR, raised interest
rates by a half-percentage point
to battle the country’s worst
inflation in 40 years.
In March, the USFR hiked
its benchmark borrowing rate
for the first time since late
2018, upping it by a quarterpercentage-point.
Analysts say the rate hike
could significantly hurt
emerging economies like
Nigeria – increase the cost of
foreign borrowing, force foreign
investors to pull out their funds,
and cause further depreciation
of the naira.

IFC, Equity Group Tax Exemptions, Concessions Among Sources
Commit $165m Of Revenue Leakages – Ahmed
The Minister of Finance, Budget Abuja.
implementing various initiatives. strict adherence, compliance,
Five SMEs
and National Planning, Mrs.
She said that while tax
“The case remains the same and reporting.
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

The International Finance
Corporation, IFC, and Equity
Group have signed an agreement
on sustainable development
of Africa through supporting
micro, small and medium sized
businesses, MSMEs, including
climate-smart businesses.
This also includes IFC and IFC
Financial Institutions Growth
Fund acquiring a minority
shareholding stake in Equity
Group.
The partnership has seen
IFC and its partners, namely,
the Dutch Development Bank,
FMO, British International
Investment, BII, and Symbiotics,
Responsibility from Switzerland
commit $165 million towards
Equity’s Africa Recovery and
Resilience Plan that will see
the Group, through its regional
banking subsidiaries, finance at
least five million MSMEs and
25 million households, thereby
creating 50 million jobs.
The facility of $165 million
includes $50 million from
IFC, $50 million from British
International
Investment,
BII, and $65 million from
Symbiotic, Responsibility and
FMO, the Dutch entrepreneurial
development bank, and a longtime shareholder in equity
through Arise Investments.
IFC and the IFC Financial
Institutions Growth Fund
acquired a 6.71 per cent stake
in Equity Group, East Africa’s
largest banking group.

Zainab Ahmed, has disclosed
that the Federal Government
policies on tax exemptions and
concessions are among sources
of huge revenue leakages.
A tax exemption is the right to
exclude all or some income from
taxation while a tax concession
is a reduction made by the
government in the amount of tax
that a particular group of people
or type of organisation has to pay
or a change in the tax system that
benefits them.
Ahmed disclosed this on
Monday at a workshop on tax
expenditure organised by the
Economic Community of West
African States, ECOWAS, in

exemptions and concessions were
granted to grow the economy,
it now “constitutes huge tax
expenditures and revenue
leakages to the government”.
Ahmad was represented
by Fatima Hayatu, director,
technical services in the ministry.
“Nigeria is faced with
challenges
in
mobilising
domestic funds necessary for
human capital development
and infrastructure that are both
drivers of sustainable economic
growth and development.
“Our current revenue to
GDP ratio of about seven per
cent is unsatisfactory and we
are keen on improving this by

with our current contribution
between oil and non-oil GDP, for
which our analysis on oil revenue
to oil GDP reveals as 39 per cent
while non-oil revenue to non-oil
GDP as 4.2 per cent.
“Our value-added tax
revenue to GDP in Nigeria for
example stands at less than
one per cent, 0.8 per cent,
which compares unfavourably
to ECOWAS average of 3.4 per
cent,” Ahmed said.
She further said the
government had recently issued
a tax expenditure statement call
circular to relevant agencies
of government, indicating
guidelines and instructions for

She also lauded the effort
of ECOWAS to revamp tax
generation and block leakages
through undertaking the
Programme for Tax Transition
in West Africa, PATF.
On his part, Salifou Tiemtore,
director of Customs Union
and Taxation, said the PATF
programme would bolster the
regional fight against fraud, tax
evasion, illicit financial flows
and other forms of corruption.
He added that efforts
would be made to ensure
improvement
in
the
management of tax amongst
member states through the
PATF tools.

PTAD Projects 813 BOA Pensioners For Ongoing Verification
The Pension Transitional
Arrangement Directorate,
PTAD, yesterday, said that it
would verify more than 813
pensioners under the Defunct
Benefit Scheme, DBS, of Bank
of Agriculture Ltd., across the
country.
PTAD Executive Secretary,
Dr. Chioma Ejikeme said this
in an interview with the News
Agency of Nigeria, NAN, on
the sideline of the SouthWest zone verification mop
up exercise for Parastatal
Payroll pensioners and Bank
of Agriculture pensioners in
Lagos State.
Ejikeme said that the
directorate
had
made
provision for the payment of
the monthly pension of the
pensioners in its 2022 Budget.
“In 2018, when the Bank of
Industry approached PTAD to
take over the pension of its
defunct pensioners, we were

given a list of 853 pensioners,
but presently we have 813
pensioners.
“This means the difference
would have been deceased
pensioners, but we are still
making provision for the
difference because some of
them may be represented by
their Next of Kin,” she said.
According to her, many of
the benefitting pensioners
have retired way back
before the introduction of
the Contributory Pension
Scheme, CPS, and were not
part of the Treasury Funded
Agencies but of the Poverty
Alleviation Agencies.
The executive secretary
listed the Agencies that
formed the Bank of
Agricultural Ltd., to include;
the Peoples Bank, Nigeria
Agricultural Community Bank
and the Family Economic
Advancement Programme.

“We
have
already
unboarded the staff of
People’s Bank. These are
workers who retired before
the June 2007 cut off line for
the Defunct Benefit Scheme,
DBS, and did not transit to
the CPS.
“We will validate the
verification that we have done
through laid down procedures,
carry out further quality
assurance, computation and
placement on the payroll,”
Ejikeme said.
The Executive Secretary
explained that the exercise
was organised to address
complaints from some
pensioners that they were
not verified and appropriately
placed on the payroll during
the last verification.
Ejikeme said having
concluded with the SouthWest zone within one week,
the directorate would proceed

to verify pensioners within
the North-Central zone in
Abuja and then to pensioners
in the North-West zone which
would be verified in Kano.
“For the other zones, we
are going to work out a mobile
verification strategy because
there are not too many
pensioners there. We actually
looked at the geographical
spread of the pension before
taking a decision on how to go
about it.
“We have started working
on the Parastatals Payroll
Pensioners and quite a lot of
them who are eligible to be on
the payroll have been placed,”
she said.
The Head of Human
Resources, Bank of Agriculture
Ltd., Mrs. Tsukunda Yakubu,
lauded PTAD and the Federal
Government for taking over
the payment of its defunct
pensioners monthly benefits.

NGX Market Cap
Dips Further By
Over N100bn
As PZ led 21 gainers, 27 losers
The NGX closed on a
negative note amidst selloffs and buy-interests as
the benchmark All-Share
Index, ASI, depreciated by
35 basis points.
The NGX ASI closed
at 52,756.62 points to
reflect a decline of 0.35%
from the previous trading
day and a Year-to-Date,
YTD, return of 23.50 per
cent.
Meanwhile, the market
capitalization declined by
N101.07 billion.
At the close of the
market on yesterday,
May 17, 2022, the stock
exchange market value
currently stands at
N28.44 trillion at the end
of the trading day.
The market breadth
closed negative, as PZ led
21 gainers and 27 losers,
topped by Flour Mill
at the end of the day’s
session.
The stock market has
advanced 10,040.18 base
points since the start of
the year.
On the NGX top ASI
gainers, PZ went up
+9.96 per cent to close at
N13.25, Berger went up
+9.72 per cent to close at
N7.90, NNFM went up
+9.63 per cent to close
at N11.95, MCNICHOLS
went up +9.52 per cent
to close at N1.61, and
ABBEYBDS went up +9.49
per cent to close at N1.50.
For the NGX top ASI
losers, Flour Mill went
down – 9.20 per cent
to close at N37.00,
Glaxosmith went down –
8.39 per cent to close at
N6.55, NPFMCRFBNK
went down – 8.02 per
cent to close at N1.95,
Japaul went down – 6.25
per cent to close at N0.30,
and Champion went down
– 6.09 per cent to close at
N3.70.
The NGX ASI top traded
by volume include: Jaiz
Bnak – 172,146,327;
Transcorp – 140,076,331;
and GTCO – 50,386,186.
The NGX ASI top traded
by value include: GTCO
– N1,206,461,531.15;
MTNN
–
N627,200,091.10;
and
Seplat
–
N368,995,147.40.
Market
sentiment
trends towards the
bears with the market
differential being in
favour of the decliners as
21 gainers were surpassed
by 27 losers.
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Economy: FG Urged To Focus
More On Agriculture
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

The Lagos State Government
has announced its plan to
host the maiden edition
of the National Transport
Technology Conference and
Exhibition, NTTCE, scheduled
to hold on June 7 and 8, 2022
at the Eko Hotels and Suites.
The Commissioner for
Transportation, Dr. Frederic
Oladeinde, disclosed this on
Monday at a Media Briefing
held at Bagauda Kaltho Press
Centre, Alausa, Ikeja.
“The
two-day
event
organised by the Nigeria
Transport Commissioners
Forum under the aegis of
the Federal Ministry of
Transportation will feature
transport technology and
investment opportunities in
line with world best practice.
“Key decision makers,
experts and operators in
the road, rail, water and air
transport sectors will be in
attendance to discuss the
current and emerging trends
in the smart transportation
infrastructure in order to
adopt and implement these
emerging trends in the
Nigerian transportation space.
“Deliberations would also
be geared towards improving
efficiency and sustainability
of transport technology
solutions in Nigeria. Other
tropical issues will be clearly
highlighted
including
traffic congestion, parking
problems and environmental
pollution, which will be
critically analysed at the
event.
“The coming together
under the same umbrella
of nationwide transport
commissioners will give a
better avenue for seamless
implementation
of
resolutions reached at the
conference,” he said.
He stated that leading
manufacturers and providers
of transport technology
solutions will showcase
their latest future-proved
transport
technology
solutions at this first of its
kind transport fair, as well as a
gala and industry award night
to ramp up the two-day event.
“Such technologically driven
transportation modems that
will achieve Smart Nigeria
can only be arrived at through
a well-researched plan and
implementation,” he added.

www.aljazirahnews.com

The Federal Government has
been urged to put more effort in
the agriculture sector to address
the global food crisis caused by
the Russian-Ukrainian war.
An economist, Mr. Tope
Fasua, who made the call on
Monday in Abuja, noted that
some countries in Africa were
growing at a seven or eight per
cent rate, adding that the entire
growth trajectory of African
nations was in question.
Fasua, however, said that the
African continent had been faced
with an economic crisis long
before the global crisis caused
by COVID-19 and the war in
Ukraine.
“Before COVID- 19, we were
not doing wonderfully well,
particularly in Nigeria. The shock
is not that new, it may be a little
more enhanced than it used to
be but it is not particularly a new
shock.
“Now, they are talking about
Russia and Ukraine, and how
African countries depend on
these two countries for food,
grains in this instance, wheat
for bread.
“In a country like Nigeria,
a bit of wheat is grown here;
but if you look at the terrain,
the typography from North to
South, perhaps, we can grow

anything in this country. What
you cannot grow in the North,
you can grow in the South,” he
said.
Fasua, a 2019 Nigeria
Presidential candidate, said that
Nigeria had used perhaps 30 per
cent or less of its arable land, so
the question was what was being
done with the rest.

“Nigeria is a largely
agricultural country, yet 62
years after independence, we
cannot do better than grow rice.
We are also not growing the
crops properly and we are not
even growing enough numbers
of crops, diversifying across the
board, not even the ones we
need.

“So, one place to start is to do
more in agriculture and bring
some science into agriculture,
and recognise our luck,
capability, capacity that we have
inbuilt and go for it.
“We should also add value and
stop exporting just raw things
that are not giving us enough
dollars for the kind of things we

need for the rest of the world,”
he noted.
Fasua stressed the need for
Africa to be in charge of its
own growth and development
narrative, adding that the
teaching of economics must
change as it pertained to Africa.
According to him, we do not
have to tow the lines of people
who perhaps do not care, why
do we not care for ourselves by
ourselves.
He said that African countries
should be growing at a double
digit rate, especially a country
like Nigeria.
Fasua said this was because
robust growth rates and inflation
at high levels were witnessed
in the population of African
countries.
“So, how do you cover
inflation plus population
growth? Your economic growth
every year must be higher than
the combination of inflation
and population growth and
devaluation of your currency. We
have no choice but to target 15
per cent to 20 per cent,” he said.
It would be recalled that the
International Monetary Fund,
IMF, said the Sub-Saharan
African Region needs a careful
policy response to address the
challenges of the new economic
shock caused by the war in
Ukraine.

WTO: Nigeria, 13 Other Countries Vie For Excellence Award
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

Nigerian Export Promotion
Council, NEPC, has been
nominated alongside 13
other
Trade
Promotion
Organisations, TPOs, for the
2022 World Trade Organisation,
WTO, awards for ‘Excellence in
Trade Promotion’.
“Representing Nigeria is
poised to clinch the “Best Use
of a Partnership” category
having been shortlisted along
with Apex Brazil, Jamaica
Promotion Corporation, Qatar
Development Bank-Tesder and
Saudi Export Development
Authority.
“The WTPO Award which is
scheduled to be held tomorrow
(May 17, 2022) in Accra,
Ghana is open to all national
TPOs. It recognises Excellence
in providing Trade support
to Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises, MSMEs, to become
competitive in international
trade,” NEPC, in a statement
issued by the Head, Corporate
Communications,
Mr.
Ndubueze Okeke, on Monday
in Abuja, noted.
In 2018, Nigeria, through
NEPC, won the award for
the ‘Best Initiative to Ensure
that Trade is Inclusive and

Sustainable’.
The NEPC won that category
with its Zero to Export
initiative which builds capacity
of would-be exporters and
SMEs on Export Procedures
and Documentation as well as
provide practical training on
product sourcing and market

access. This initiative trained
560 SMEs.
“At a time when small firms
have been hit by supply chain
disruptions, climate change
crises and other socio-economic
challenges, it is important
to show inspiring models
that connect small firms to

Trade opportunities that are
Inclusive and sustainable,” the
International Trade Centre
Executive Director, Pamela
Coke-Hamilton, said.
The Executive Director/CEO
of NEPC, Dr. Ezra Yakusak, will
represent Nigeria at the Award
Ceremony in which Austria,

Canada, Malaysia, Tanzania
are competing in the ‘Best use
of Information Technology’.
Sri Lanka, Republic of Korea,
Netherlands and Zimbabwe will
vie for the ‘Best Initiative to
Ensure that Trade is Inclusive
and Sustainable’ category.

IITA Implements Postharvest Loss Reduction Project In Seven States
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

The International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture, IITA, has
launched a project on reducing
postharvest losses across
vitamin A cassava, VAC, and
vitamin A maize, VAM, value
chains in Anambra, Cross River,
Imo, Kaduna, Kano, Niger and
Osun states.
AljazirahNigeria reports
that the project would be
implemented in the states to
improve livelihood, less food
losses and waste
The Head of Station IITA
Abuja and Project Manager,
Building
Economically
Sustainable Cassava Seed
System, BASICS-II, Prof. Lateef
Sanni, said postharvest food
losses endangered valuable
incomes and profitability.

Sanni said that IITA,
in partnership with other
agriculture
stakeholders,
launched the project in eight
states of the federation.
According to him, Nigeria’s
agricultural
system
is
characterised by a large number
of postharvest losses caused
by inefficient harvesting and
drying methods.
It is also caused by delays in
harvesting, poor processing
techniques, inadequate method
of storage and distribution as
well as at the consumer end,”
he said
The project manager noted
that postharvest in cassava and
maize deprived farmers of full
benefits of their labour.
He said that the aim of the
project was to improve the
adoption of postharvest losses
and reduction practices across

the VAC and VAM value chains
in Nigeria.
He also said that the
project, supported by the
Global Alliance for Improved
Nutrition,
GAIN,
and
implemented by IITA, in
collaboration with Harvest Plus,
was aimed to boost biofortified
maize and cassava production,
job creation for youths and
women as well as improve
adoption of postharvest losses.
The Country Director, GAIN,
Mr. Michael Ojo, said that the
programme was designed to
scale up commercial activities
for nutrient enriched food
products.
Ojo also said that the project
was aimed at improving
nutritional
status
and
livelihoods, especially in rural
communities and settlements
with less diverse diets through

VAC and VAM which were
staples for over 100 million
Nigerians.
”Achieving this aim comes
with its challenges which
includes post-harvest losses in
crops and aflatoxins build up in
maize. GAIN and Harvest plus
are working towards addressing
post-harvest loss.
”Aflatoxin build up along
Provitamin A Cassava and
Provitamin A maize value
chains are key inputs in
unlocking commercial values
for these food commodities,”
he said.
The Director further said that
post-harvest losses decreased
profit margin of actors across
the value chain and food
availability for consumers,
while aflatoxin contamination
made the food unsafe for
consumers.
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How BOI Is Addressing Nigeria’s
Infrastructure Shortfall Through SMEs
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

The Small and Medium Enterprises, SMEs, sector
is considered the backbone of any economy as it
contributes massively to employment and export
growth.
The Bank of Industry, BOI, in an effort to
boost SMEs, has recently impacted over four
million Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises,
MSMEs, through its Growth Platform, unlocking
productivity and rolling back poverty in the last
five years.
The Managing Director of the Bank, Olukayode
Pitan, at an official launch of ‘Aid for Productivity’, a
report that chronicles the Bank’s Growth Platform
achievements, described the platform as Africa’s
largest executor of MSMEs’ business interventions,
employing technology, big data with an extensive
field agent network to deliver programmes targeted
at MSMEs.
Pitan said that the report surveys the
achievements and insights into the programme’s
revolutionary future potentials.
“The good thing of the Growth Platform is to
digitise millions of MSMEs and provide tranches
of capital to them. This enables them to raise
their productivity and incomes, strengthen their
sustainability and contribute to job creation and
economic development. The focus of the Growth
Platform is a fundamental shift from for survival
to aid for productivity,” Pitan said.
He stressed that BOI is ambitious in onboarding
25 million MSMEs by 2025.
“Growth Platform offers a seamless process,
technology and field infrastructure for funds
delivery to MSMEs, with the power of biometrics,
BVN as digital collateral, mobile data, mobile
wallets and strong network. Growth Platform
can properly target, document, profile and deliver
social interventions to MSMEs at a large scale,” he
added.
The report was unveiled by the Vice President,
Prof. Yemi Osinbajo, who attributed the successes
of the bank to the effective use of technology as
well as the social network programmes put in place
by the Federal Government.
“Growth Platform has been a powerful generator
of opportunities for young entrepreneurs. People
aged 18 to 35 make up 57 per cent of GEEP’s
beneficiaries. The programme has also tackled
the problem of women’s financial exclusion headon, and today, the majority of its beneficiaries are
female.
“Through GEEP alone, BOI has disbursed capital
to over one million women-led MSMEs and helped
over 150,000 of them to open bank accounts for
the first time,” Osinbajo said.
Specifically, BoI won the award for the ‘Best
Company in Financial Inclusion’ in recognition of
its development impact in providing solutions to
ensure that financial services are more accessible to
unbanked and under-served groups. The Bank also
received the award for ‘Best New Entry’.
“We are honoured to be recognised for our
continuous efforts and strategic investments
aimed at improving financial health and inclusion
within Nigeria’s business landscape and economy.
“We remain committed to galvanising more
resources to scale up impact for economic,
environmental and social responsibility, in line with
our business strategy for sustainable development.
“These awards align with our mission of
transforming Nigeria’s industrial sector through
sustainable business practices as Africa’s leading
Development Finance Institution operating under
global best practices,” Pitan stated.
The ‘Best Company in Financial Inclusion’
award highlights the Bank of Industry’s efforts
in deepening financial inclusion for microenterprises through the development and
execution of innovative financial and non-financial
products that promote the use of technology and
intermediaries to provide low-interest financing

Pitan

solutions to businesses in the informal, semiformal and formal sectors.
The Bank had reported a profit before tax of
N62.28 billion for the financial year ended on
December 31, 2021; 75 per cent higher than the
2020 profit of N35.54 billion.
Discounted for tax, the profit for the year under
review comes to N53.41 billion, compared to
N31.59 billion in 2020.
Also consistent with its growth trajectory, the
group grew its total equity to N384.84 billion for
the year ended 2021; over the 2020 position of
N336.48 billion. However, its total assets dropped
slightly to N1.71 trillion.
The Group comprises the BOI, herein referred to
as The Bank, and its subsidiary companies.
The Bank made an after tax profit of N52.60
billion in 2021, compared to N30.90 billion in
2020.
It has consistently demonstrated resilience
in the face of macro-economic headwinds and
recorded remarkable growth, even in face of the
challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Bank’s traditional commitment to grow local
industries got a boost as loans and advances to its
numerous customers rose from N748.9 billion in
2020 to N779.29 billion in 2021.
The increased support for industries in 2021
was consistent with its mandate to transform
Nigeria’s industrial sector by providing long-term
financing and counter-cyclical loans diversified
across industries such as agro-processing, gender
businesses and renewable energy among others.
In the five years up to 2021, BOI promoted
financial inclusion by supporting the expansion
of over three million enterprises, thereby creating
over seven million jobs.
To expand its capital-base to meet the needs of
its customers, and contribute to economic growth
of Nigeria, the Bank made successful forays into the
international market and raised about $3.8 billion
in the last four years.
This includes a $750 million syndicated
medium-term loan in 2018 (fully paid); a €1

billion syndicated loan in March 2020; a $1 billion
syndicated loan in December 2020; and in addition,
a €750 million Senior Eurobond (the first by any
African national DFI) in February 2022.
Investor confidence in BOI is reflected in its
balance sheet, which has more than doubled since
2017, growing significantly from N713 billion to
about N1.7 trillion as at December 2021.
BOI’s performance is reflected in its favorable
credit ratings from global ratings agencies.
Recently, Fitch Ratings upgraded the bank’s
National Long-Term Rating to ‘AAA (nga)’ from
‘AA+(nga);’ and affirmed the bank’s Long-Term
Issuer Default Rating, IDR, at ‘B’ with a Stable
Outlook.
“For the first time in the history of the bank,
we surpassed N1 trillion in asset base. The group’s
profit was over N36 billion. For a bank that is
owned basically by the government, it is a very
good result,” Pitan said at the bank’s annual general
meeting recently.
Pitan attributes these and other achievements to
the collective efforts of the board, management and
staff of the company, as well as his predecessors and
the parent ministry, the Ministry of Industry, Trade
and Investment with which it has a harmonious
relationship.
Also key on the list of achievements is a strong
industrial harmony in the company. One senior
staff member of the company describes Pitan as
“an engaging and peaceful man, traits which are
the hallmarks of his management style”.
In recognition of the bank’s achievements under
Pitan, the International Bankers Magazine recently
conferred on it the Best Development Bank Award.
The award, presented at the London Stock
Exchange, was in recognition of the bank’s efforts
at widening the spectrum of financial support to
the nation’s entrepreneurs, especially the micro,
small and medium scale enterprises and the
creative industry.
Much more recently at the African Bankers’
Awards ceremony held in Malabo, Equatorial
Guinea, on June 14, 2019, the Bank of Industry

won the Financial Inclusion Award for its role in
implementing Federal Government’s Enterprise
and Empowerment Programme, GEEP, which
includes the popular TraderMoni programme. The
awards event featured financial institutions and
projects from all 54 countries in Africa, as well as
the international community.
GEEP, which is executed through the Bank of
Industry, was described as the most impactful
financial inclusion programme in Africa.
Despite the political criticism of the programme,
it remains popular across the country for its impact
on living standards.
GEEP, the N112 billion fund, which is part
of the N500 billion National Social Investment
Programme, commenced in 2016 and has
continued to expand in scope and effectiveness.
It is aimed at providing microcredit facilities to
market women, traders, artisans, farmers and
agricultural workers at zero per cent interest rate.
It is estimated to reach one million beneficiaries
annually.
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises for
food processing, agro-processing, healthcare and
petrochemicals, solid minerals, N-Power, creative
industry, gender business.
Youth Enterprise Support, YES, Programme:
This is a N10 billion fund that targets entrepreneurs
between 18 – 35 years. The scheme was launched to
develop the entrepreneurial capacity of youths and
equip young people with the skills and knowledge
to be self-employed by starting and managing
their own businesses. Specifically, it provides
discretionary funding for the National Youth
Service Corps, NYSC, members and entrepreneurs
that are interested in starting businesses.
TraderMoni: The Bank introduced the
TraderMoni product for micro-businesses across
value chain clusters – motorcycle riders, food
vendors and petty traders. The fund is expected to
ease access to suitable finance by these categories
of businesses which in turn will enable them to
grow their businesses.
MarketMoni: This is a Government Enterprise
and Empowerment Programme, GEEP, created to
provide financial aid for the under-banked and
unbanked. This objective is being achieved by
providing easy and quick loans at no interest rate.
Nigerian Content Intervention Fund: A $200
million fund targeted at indigenous players in the
Nigerian Oil and Gas Industry for the purpose of
procuring fixed assets, funding working capital,
refinancing existing loans, etc.
BoI/State Matching Fund: A matching fund
based on partnership between BOI and 25 state
governments. In 2017, the bank signed matching
funds agreement with three states: Bayelsa (N5
billion), Borno (N2 billion) and Ebonyi (N2 billion)
with interest rate between 5 per cent and 10 per
cent per annum.
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise Clinics:
The Bank continues to participate in the MSME
Clinics in collaboration with the Office of the Vice
President.
One-Local Government, One Product
Programme: The programme is expected to
generate over 4,900 new jobs;
Industrial Development Centres: These centres
are being upgraded through a grant from the
African Development Bank, ADB, for conversion
to MSMEs cluster parks.
To enhance its support to the industrial sector
of the economy for growth, the BOI has improved
its capital base through facilities from the following
sources:
Indeed, there is a need for robust awareness and
capacity drive to promote sustainable development
by creating long-term value through an integrated
approach to social, environmental and economic
development across our business operations and
practices by leveraging capital market instruments
for Nigeria’s financial inclusion drive, and overall
economic growth.
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President Muhammadu Buhari (R) and the visiting Olu of Warri Kingdom, HRM, Tesola Emiko , Atuwase III during their meeting at the Presidential Villa in Abuja on Tuesday (17/5/22)01973/17/5/2022/ICE/NAN

Stakeholders Rule Out Tenure Elongation In FCT Area Councils
BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Stakeholders in the Federal Capital Territory, FCT,
have warned against moves by the outgoing Area
Council Chairmen to extend their tenure beyond
May 20, 2022 when they are expected to hand over
to the in-coming elected chairman.
In a separate interview with the member
representing AMAC/Bwari Federal Constituency,
Hon. Micah Jiba and a People’s Democratic Party
,PDP, stalwart in FCT, Hon Emmanuel Inyang, in
Abuja, Inyang urged the council chairmen to tow
the path of honour and not try to overextend their
stay in office beyond May 20.
He disclosed that there are moves to extend their
tenure through court injunction.
“Normally, the three years tenure of the

present government is expected to end on May
20, 2022. We are expecting that on May 20, the
new government that was elected recently will be
sworn in”.
“There is an ugly development, which is
important and necessary for the media and
the Nigerian public to be aware. While we’re all
preparing for the next swearing in of the chairman
and other councillors elected, we discovered
through a jubilation that took place some few days
back at Abuja Municipal Area Council on the issue
that has to do with tenure elongation.
“We got to know that the present Vice-Chairman
of AMAC, Hon. Lawrence filed a suit at the Federal
High Court challenging and asking that based
on the new Electoral Act, signed into law by the
President, to extend the tenure of Area council

PDP Gets New Secretariat In Lagos

Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, in Lagos
State has got a new secretariat for the
running of the party’s activities.
The state Publicity Secretary, Mr
Hakeem Amode, in a statement
yesterday in Lagos, said that the party’s
new secretariat is now situated at No

132b, Agege Motor Road, Old Abeokuta
Road.
“The party has relocated its secretariat
from Adekunle Fajuyi GRA Ikeja to 132b
Agege Motor road, Old Abeokuta Road,
next to Total Filling Station, Zik Bus Stop.
According to him, the move to a new

from three years to four years.
“It’s worthy of note that the present ViceChairman of Abuja Municipal Area Council Hon.
Lawrence is asking the court that pronouncement
be made that their tenure should also be extended
by one year to make it four years.
“Now, the question is on what oath of office were
they sworn into? Which of the Electoral Act were
they elected on? It is important for us to know that
they were elected on the Electoral act of 2010.
“The electoral act that increased the number of
tenure for Area council from three to four years as
you are all aware is the 2022 Electoral Act. So, it
is best even for those of us who are laymen who
are not lawyers, can see it in that framework.
It is very unfortunate and unacceptable to any
Nigerian. Nigeria cannot be treated as a Banana

secretariat became necessary due to the
need for more space.
Amode, therefore, urged all
correspondence to be directed to the
new address and noted that henceforth
all party activities will take place at the
new secretariat.

Republic, where anybody can just turn up and feel
that whatsoever that will happen would be to his
interest and to his favour”.
On his part, the member representing AMAC/
Bwari Federal Constituency, Hon. Micah Jiba,
stressed that it’s the new administration that
stand to benefit from the additional one year.
“We have been trying to educate some of
our brothers and sisters that the Nigerian law
is not going backward, it only goes forward. If
you remember vividly, the 2010 Electoral Act is
what was used to conduct the general election
and the certificate of return issued to spend just
three years in the office and not four years.
“So, the Electoral Act for the extension of an
additional one year for the FCT Area Council
is not for this outgoing administration, by the
grace of God.
“We need to understand that it is not for
this particular administration and I want to say
that the INEC as an independent body is well
informed. Assuming that they know that this
outgoing administration will benefit from this
additional one year, I want to tell you that they
would not have conducted the last concluded
elections of the Area Council in the FCT.
“On the contrary, they conducted an election
in the FCT and a certificate of return was issued
to them”.
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2023: INEC Cautions Political Parties
Against Non-transparent Primaries
Independent National Electoral Commission,
INEC, yesterday cautioned political parties
against non-transparent primaries in order
to sustain Nigeria’s democracy.
FCT INEC Resident Electoral Commissioner,
REC, Alhaji Yahaya Bello made the call at the
Stakeholders Interactive Session in Respect
of the Forthcoming Political Party Congresses
and Primaries in Abuja.
According to Bello, the call became
imperative because a good and credible
election begins with a transparent and
credible party primaries crowned with
internal democracy.
He recalled that during the just concluded
FCT Area Council Election, the results of
some primaries conducted were very seriously
contested and challenged in litigations that
went all the way to the Supreme Court.
“This put the commission under a lot of
strain and stress and the political parties as
well.
“We wish to therefore passionately remind
all political parties that they are supposed to
be very critical stakeholders and partners
of the INEC and should join in our zeal to
entrench and sustain democracy in the
nation.
“Political Parties are, therefore, urged
to play their expected part by ensuring
that party internal democracy is very well
orchestrated by making your congresses
and primaries more transparent, fair and
acceptable by your members’’.
Bello said that the party congresses and
primaries were billed to start on April 4,
2022 to June 3, 2022 to enable all parties
to practicalise their internal democracy as
required by section 84 of the Electoral Act,
2022 as amended.
He said that there was also a need to bring
some burning issues to the attention of
political parties .
He said that the stack of uncollected
Permanent Voter Cards ,PVCs, in the INEC’s
custody dating as far back as the 2019
registration exercise was worrisome.

Assembly Aspirant Pledges
To Provide Amenities For
Constituents

Yakubu

The REC said that apart from the space
being consumed in storing the PVCs, there
was also a need to consider the huge amount
of funds expended in their production.
Bello said that there was also the issue of
then congested Polling Units , PUs, with the
number of voters ranging from 100 to 300
that prompted the INEC to expand the voter
access polling units by creating other Pus at
close range.
He said that unfortunately, this had
largely resulted in the problem of zero PUs

,a situation where the Pus existed without
any registered voter .
“We would crave your indulgence to assist
in educating the masses on the need to opt
to be moved to the new PUs.
“This is to decongest the existing crowded
ones and make voting faster and less
cumbersome during elections’’.
Bello said that it was disheartening to
note the near absence of a tangible number
of registered voters at polling stations on
Election Day.

Nasarawa House of Assembly aspirant Mr
Usman Kondoro has pledged to provide
basic amenities for his constituents, if
elected in 2023.
Kondoro, who is seeking to represent
Gitata-Karu Constituency on the platform
of the All Progressives Congress ,APC,
made the pledge while addressing newsmen
shortly after his screening yesterday in
Lafia.
He also promised to work assiduously
to bring positive development to his
constituency if he eventually became their
representative at the state legislature.
He said that the people of Gitata-Karu
needed to move forward and promised that
the paradigm shift would be spearheaded by
him via a strong political approach.
The aspirant said that the people of his
constituency lacked basic social amenities
because of the lacklustre approach of their
past representatives who, he pointed out,
failed to live up to the expectations of the
electorate.
“Looking at Nigeria’s political space, you
will observe that time has come for fresh
ideas to be injected for better service to the
public.
“This is the reality coupled with the fact
that I decided to heed the call of my people
to serve them. I have been participating
in the political space for a long time, even
right from my school days.
“The only change this time is that I’m
offering myself for a political position
and this is because I believe I can meet my
people’s aspirations’’, he said.

122 PDP Aspirants Vie For
APC Convention: Over 600 Women Groups Support Yahaya Bello 25 Seats In Cross River
Nigerian Women Arise For Nigeria, Dr Hanatu Adeeko, said this in a statement professional bodies, women in media, Assembly
politics, market women as well as top
NIWAFON, says more than 600 women in Abuja yesterday.
groups are backing Gov. Yahaya Bello
ahead of the National Convention of the All
Progressives Congress, APC, for the 2023
Presidential election.
The National Coordinator of NIWAFON,

Bello

Adeeko said that the group was also
carrying out aggressive delegates’
mobilisation for Bello, adding that no
efforts would be spared in ensuring the
emergence of Governor Bello as the APC
Presidential candidate.
She said this would be the first in a long
while that those women on their own would
come together in their numbers to lead a
political movement.
“We have observed closely the people that
have shown interest in the presidency and
if we continue to keep quiet, the change we
desire may not manifest.
“This is the reason we are getting directly
involved in mobilising delegates.
“More than 600 women groups, drawn
from different parts of the country, and
across all sectors of the economy are
involved in what can be described as the
first-of-its-kind one-on-one delegates’
persuasion.
“Some of the women groups involved in
the movement include: Non-Governmental
Organisations, Civil Society Organisations,

women entrepreneurs, among others.
“We have taken it upon ourselves
to collectively canvass support for
Governor Bello, who we know clearly has
demonstrated the ability to resolve the
myriads of challenges confronting Nigeria’’,
she said.
Adeeko said that the group came to the
obvious conclusion that the nation required
one with pedigree, youthfulness and
capacity to succeed President Muhammadu
Buhari.
According to her, NIWAFON has moved
in to prepare delegates by providing them
with the necessary information that would
guide them in making an informed choice
during the party’s convention.
She further stated that Bello, as governor,
had redefined governance in Kogi State with
sterling and verifiable performance.
This, she said, was especially in the
areas of women and youth empowerment,
poverty alleviation programs, massive
infrastructure development, and health
care delivery, among others.

A total of 122 people are seeking Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP, tickets to contest
for the 25 seats in Cross River House of
Assembly.
The Publicity Secretary of the party in the
state, Mr Mike Ojisi, gave the figure in an
interview with the News Agency of Nigeria,
yesterday in Calabar.
Ojisi added that 36 PDP aspirants were
jostling for the state’s 11 seats in the
National Assembly – Senate and House of
Representatives.
“For the Senate, the southern senatorial
district has about 23 aspirants, central has
three. It is only in the northern senatorial
district that we have one aspirant.
“In the governorship category, we have
11 aspirants as of today competing to get
the party’s ticket come May 23.
“We are ensuring a level playing field for
all the aspirants; for now, there is no issue
of zoning.
“This is because as an opposition party, we
need our best hands in different positions
so as not to limit ourselves”, he said.
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SANWO-OLU, GAC, Charge Party Members
On Peaceful Congresses, Primaries
Lagos State Governor Babajide Sanwo-Olu,
has appealed to leaders and members of the
All Progressives Congress ,APC, to conduct
themselves in a peaceful manner during
the forthcoming primary elections and
congresses of the party in the State.
He also appealed to them to abide by the
tenets of the ruling party during the primary
elections, as well as the elections of local
government, state and national delegates.
Governor Sanwo-Olu made the statement
during the Lagos APC Stakeholders’ meeting
held at the party’s secretariat in Acme Road,
Ogba yesterday.
He said it is the responsibility of party
members to live, work and dream in the
tenets of the party as it conducts congresses
across the state on Wednesday and therefore
urged the party’s faithful to conduct
themselves in an orderly manner and comply
with the party’s guidelines.
In his address, the leader of the
Governance Advisory Council ,GAC, the
apex leadership body of Lagos APC, Prince
Tajudeen Olusi, charged all the party
members to work hard for the ruling party
to retain Lagos during next year’s elections.
He also advised the party members to
ensure that people with integrity are elected
during the APC congresses and primaries,
adding that they must discourage saboteurs
from being elected as delegates and party
candidates during the APC primaries and
2023 polls respectively.
Also speaking, the Speaker of the
Lagos State House of Assembly, Rt. Hon.
Mudashiru Obasa, appealed to the APC
members to support, work and abide by any
decision made to ensure the party’s success
in order for it to continue to reign.
He appealed to the party members to
sacrifice where necessary for the common
interest and the progress of the ruling party,
especially in the interest of the APC National
Leader, Asiwaju Bola Tinubu, who is running
for the 2023 presidency.
Speaking earlier, Lagos State APC
Chairman, Pastor Cornelius Ojelabi, said
the business of forthcoming congress and
primary elections of the party should not be
seen as a do or die affair by the delegates.
He said they should see both the congress
and the primaries as a contest.
Pastor Ojelabi while imploring party
members to use internal mechanisms to
resolve conflicts said no local government
chairman or party chairman at the council
level had a right to write a letter to the
Independent National Electoral Commission
,INEC, for redress on any issue without first
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Taraba Youths Storm
APC Secretariat Over
Attacks On El-Sudi
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Sanwo-Olu

exploring the internal conflict resolution of
the party.
Lagos APC chairman also encouraged party
leaders and members to show commitment
and passion toward the ongoing continuous
voters’ registration by encouraging people
to register for their Permanent Voter Cards
,PVCs, before the June 30 deadline.
The stakeholders’ meeting was attended

by Governor Sanwo-Olu, his deputy, Dr.
Obafemi Hamzat; GAC members, Lagos
APC executives, members of the Lagos
State Executive Council, members of the
National Assembly and Lagos State House
of Assembly, Conference 57 and party’s
chairmen from 20 local governments and
state’s technical support committee, among
others.

Abia APC Senatorial Aspirant Vows To Defeat PDP In 2023
Rep. Sam Onuigbo, APC-Abia, has vowed
to defeat the Senatorial candidate of the
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, in the
2023 general elections.
Onuigbo is a serving House of
Representatives member who hinged his
promise on the failure of the ruling PDP
in the state in an interview with the News
Agency of Nigeria on Monday in Abuja.
Onuigbo, who is seeking to represent
the people of Abia Central Senatorial
District of Abia, is also the current House
of Reps member, representing Ikwuano/
Umuahia North/Umuahia South Federal
Constituency of Abia State.
He said that the PDP administration in
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the state had no basic evidence of good
governance since its assumed power in the
state as the people were already tired of
the PDP government.
“The PDP is supposed to pose a serious
threat to my ambition where there has
been good governance but this time, the
people are wiser and will vote the party
out.’’
He said that the people of Abia had
been voting for 24 years in the state for
the PDP, “But this time the people will go
for candidates that can deliver on their
promises’’.
“My people have no evidence of good
governance, so why would they want to

do the same thing after nearly a quarter
of a century without result,” he wondered.
Onuigbo said that the failure of the
ruling party in the state to bring good
governance would further enhance his
chances in the race if given the ticket as
the people were tired of bad governance.
He said that his campaign would have
the acronym “EAR” – E-Effectiveness,
A-Accessibility and R-Responsiveness.
The lawmaker said his intention was
to be effective when in the plenary and
during senate committee sittings
“I will be accessible to my people who
have used the power of their thumbs to
elevate me to such a high position”.

A group under the auspices of Concern
All Progressives Congress, APC, youth,
Taraba State chapter, has berated attacks
against the state chairman of the party,
Ibrahim Tukur El-Sudi, by those they
described as “sponsored groups”.
The group expressed displeasure
while protesting in support of ElSudi yesterday at the APC national
headquarters in Abuja.
A statement obtained by the
AljazirahNigeria signed which was
signed by the group’s Chairman Adamu
Y. Garba said, “Our attention has been
drawn to the Campaign of calumny and
character assassination against the
person of Hon. Ibrahim Tukur El-Sudi
the Chairman All Progressives Congress,
Taraba State from an alleged protest
carried out on Monday purportedly
held by sponsored groups parading
themselves as the APC EXCO at the APC
National Secretariat Abuja.
“We wish to use this medium to
condemn the activities of some of our
political leaders who are hellbent to
their selfish interest against the overall
interest of the party in the state, aimed
at unnecessarily heating up the political
atmosphere in our party by sponsoring
unwarranted and frivolous protest
against the Honorable Chairman ,Hon.
El-Sudi, through their faceless errand
boys christened APC EXCO, Taraba
State.
“It is highly disheartening that people
who are supposed to be elder statesmen
in the party will be sponsoring a
campaign of calumny against the
sitting Chairman at a time when we
have to join forces to chase away the
opposition party ,PDP, from Taraba
State government house.
“Furthermore, this unwarranted
sponsored media engagement aimed
at tarnishing the image of hon.
Chairman ,El-Sudi, is a high level show
of irresponsibility on the part of the
leaders who are sponsoring it.
“Consequently, Hon. El-Sudi has been
reportedly targeted by these desperate
and self-centered politicians in Taraba
State and their proxies with the worst
kind of Character assassination, solely
because he stands for justice, equity
and fair plays and refused to do their
bidding.
“As a result of the above, there were
several attempts by these leaders
through their representatives and
surrogates to do everything within their
powers to hinder El-Sudi from becoming
the APC Chairman Taraba State. For
example they obtained different Court
Orders to restrain him from becoming
the APC Chairman and calling him with
malicious names amongst others. But
when all these failed they ,desperate
politicians, now resorted to sponsor
sklombo/(thugs) boys in Abuja to stage a
protest against him at the APC National
Secretariat Abuja ,Buhari House, all in
the bid to achieve their selfish interest”.
The group called on the leaders
concerned to stop fanning the ember
of discord and instigating crisis within
the party which is likely to embarrass or
have adverse effects on the party or can
bring the party to ridicule and hatred
of which any of the above mentioned
activity is an offence, contain in Article
21 of the APC Constitution.
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Why I Can’t Run
For Presidency
– Adesina

Adamu

Nwankpo

INEC: ADC Berates APC Over Call For
Forms Extension Date
FROM ANIEFIOK OBONG, YENAGOA

African Democratic Congress, ADC,
leadership has asserted that the
ruling All Progressives Congress, APC,
is not prepared to participate in the
forthcoming 2023 general elections.
The National Deputy Chairman of
the ADC, South-East and Chairman
Bayelsa State Congress Committee,
Mr. Chilos Godsent, made the
position of the party known when he
was in the state to conduct the state
congress.
The ADC leader noted that the
call by the APC on the Independent
National Electoral Commission, INEC
to extend the date of collection of

forms was a sign that the ruling party
was not ready for the polls.
Describing the ADC as a well
organized political party, Godsent
noted that, “When a man is given six
months to prepare for an examination
and he couldn’t prepare, even if you
give that person extra six days it will
no longer be enough”.
He said the state congress went
in line with the law of the land, and
in line with guidelines of the party,
adding that the conduct of the
congress was democratic, free and
fair.
The South-East ADC party leader
said the congress was a joint one
because it produced the state 3-man

convention delegates as well as the
state executive members.
He advised members to work with
the new leadership of the party to
ensure that the ADC puts up a good
outing at the general polls.
Accepting his victory as the new
state chairman of the ADC, Mr.
Johnny Derek thanked members for
reposing their confidence in him and
other members of the 50-man state
committee, promising to lead the
party to victory at the 2023 polls.
In attendance at the ADC state
congress which was held in Yenagoa,
the state capital were representatives
of the INEC who were on hand to
monitor the exercise.

President of the African Development
Bank, AfDB, Dr Akinwumi Adesina
says he will not run for the post
of president in the 2023 general
elections.
Adesina, who said this in a
statement on Tuesday, said he was
focused on the mission of supporting
the accelerated development and
economic integration of Africa.
According to him, “I have been
extremely humbled by several calls
from Nigerians at home and abroad
that I should consider running for the
office of the President of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria”.
“I am very touched by all who have
gone to great extent, with such huge
sacrifices of their own volition to
consider me worthy to be proposed
for potential consideration.
“The coalition groups of youth,
women, farmers, physically challenged
and well-meaning Nigerians that
have done this have expressed their
genuine free will.
“They also expressed their political
right, freedom of expression and
association for my consideration, with
the interest of Nigeria at heart.
“While I am deeply honoured,
humbled and grateful for all the
incredible
goodwill,
kindness
and
confidence,
my
current
responsibilities at this time do not
allow me to accept to be considered.
“I remain fully engaged and
committed to the mission that
Nigeria, Africa and all the non-African
shareholders of the AfDB have given
me for Africa’s development’’, he said.
NAN reports that there have been
reports in some sections of the
media that Adesina will join the 2023
presidential race.

APC Achieved What Others Couldn’t Achieve, Says Kyari
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Ruling All Progressives Congress
yesterday inaugurated chairpersons
and
secretaries
of
Screening
Committees for State House of
Assembly aspirants and Special
Congress Committees to elect local
government, state and national
delegates.

The Deputy National Chairman of
the party, North, Abubakar Kyari, who
represented the national chairman at
the event tasked committee members
to live up to the responsibility despite
the challenges they might confront at
the state and local governments.
Kyari urged them to help bequeath a
befitting legacy of victory for President
Muhammadu Buhari.

The oath of allegiance was conducted
by the national legal adviser, Bar Ahmed
Almazuk on the chairpersons and
secretaries of screening committees.
Alhaji Binikudu who gave the vote of
thanks on behalf of the other members
of the committee, pledged to conduct
a rancour-free screening and election
with the fear of God following the
party’s constitution and guidelines.

Adesina
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Lawan

Don’t Lose Hope On Issues For
Constitution Review - Lawan
BY ABDULATEEF BAMGBOSE, ABUJA

President of the Senate
, Ahmad Lawan has
appealed to Nigerians
with pending issues for
constitution review not
to lose hope.
Lawan said the doors
of the National Assembly
are still open for further
engagement on issues
that had not passed with
the last exercise.
He spoke recently in
Abuja while receiving
in audience members
of the National Council
of Traditional Rulers of
Nigeria led by the Etsu
Nupe, HRH Alhaji Yahaya

Abubakar.
HRH Dr Yahaya
Abubakar who is the
Chairman, Coordinating
Committee for the
Council
said
their
mission was to appeal to
the Senate to reconsider
its position on the need
to accord constitutional
recognition for the
roles of the traditional
Institutions
in
governance.
The issue of formal
recognition of the roles
of traditional rulers was
deliberated upon recently
during the review of the
Nigerian Constitution by

the National Assembly
but it was not passed by
the Senate.
Responding to the
plea by the Royal fathers,
President of the Senate
commended them for
their approach and
belief in the democratic
Institutions particularly
the parliament.
“This
occasion
specifically is for our
Royal fathers to come
back and appeal to the
National Assembly to
reconsider the issue of
the reinstatement of the
previous status of the
traditional Institution

in
the
Nigerian
constitution.
“Individually,
most
of us in the National
Assembly believe that our
traditional Institution
must have some formal
functional role to play
in
the
governance
system of Nigeria and
the belief is, when the
traditional Institution
had
some
roles
officially
recognised,
they performed their
functions very well.
“They
helped
particularly
in
the
security
apparatus
and architecture. And

some of us believe that
the removal of the
traditional Institution
from any formal role can
also be a factor to what
we experience today in
our country.
“It is not enough
that when something
happens, something that
we do not desire, then
we run to our traditional
Institution. Most of
us believe that there
must be well defined
non-executive advisory
roles for our traditional
Institution. I think that’s
not asking for too much.
That is fair”, Lawan said.

Kano Assembly
Postpones
Resumption
Kano State House of
Assembly has postponed its
resumption earlier scheduled
for May 16 by three weeks.
This is contained in a
statement in Kano, on
Sunday by Uba Abdullahi,
the Director of Press of the
Assembly.
According to Abdullahi,
Speaker of the Assembly,
Hamisu
IbrahimChidari, announced the
postponement
via
a
statement.
Ibrahim-Chidari said the
House was now expected to
resume plenary and normal
legislative activities on June
6.
The News Agency of
Nigeria, however, reports
that no reason was indicated
for the decision.

Reps C’ttee Pledges Support For FCT-IRS
House of Representatives
Committee on Public Account,
PAC, has assured the Federal
Capital Territory, Inland Revenue
Services, FCT-IRS, of its support
toward revenue generation.
The Chairman of the
committee, Rep. Oluwole Oke
,PDP-Osun, gave the assurance
yesterday at a public hearing in
Abuja.
The lawmaker promised that
the ninth National Assembly
would support all revenue

generating agencies to enhance
their operations.
Oke urged the general public
and all taxpayers to report any
violation of the law concerning
issuance of Tax Clearance
Certificate, TCC, by the
management of FCT-IRS.
Oke advised that the FCT-IRS
should consider a legislative arm
as collaborator that would work
to ensure smooth operation of
the service.
“We will support you in

whatever way to generate more
revenue in the FCT, try to have
records of the entire people
resident in Abuja.
`The data is important; ask
for bank statements to know the
actual tax to collect.
“We will support FCT-IRS and
help the service to bring more
people to the tax net”, he said.
Earlier, the acting Chairman
of the FCT-IRS, Mr Haruna
Abdullahi disclosed that it had
introduced the Electronic Tax

Clearance Certificate ,E-TCC.
He said the aim was to improve
service delivery and checkmate
activities of fraudsters who could
forge such documents.
Abdullahi explained that the
E-TCC had fortified the process
thereby making it difficult for
anyone to forge such documents
because of the introduction of
QR CODE.
He said this effort would
help the service not to be shortchanged as well as boost revenue

for the FCT.
He further explained that TCC
was a document being issued by
the Tax Authority to certify that
an individual or a business was
compliant with the appropriate
requirements as stated by law
within a stipulated period of
time.
He added that this was usually
for the three preceding years.
Abdullahi said that this was
in line with section 85 of the
Personal Income Tax Act, PITA,

2011 as amended.
It states that, “whenever
the relevant tax authority is of
opinion that tax assessed on the
income of a person for the three
years immediately preceding
the current year of assessment
has been fully paid or that no
tax is due on income or that the
person is not liable to tax for
any of those three years, it shall
issue a tax clearance certificate to
the person within two weeks of
demand for the certificate
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Nigeria’s Future In The Face Of ASUU Strike
BY FEMI OLUWASANMI

Inability of the government to win the war against
Boko Haram since it emergence in 2009 ought to
serve as a wakeup call to the political class that
education is the best method to recalibrate minds
in a way that will be useful to the society and
minimize the risk of being used as an instrument
of destabilization.
Much has been said and written about the
imbroglio between the Federal Government and
Academic Staff Union of Universities ,ASUU,
with suggestions flowing from different quarters
on how to minimise the effect of the impasse
on the dream and aspiration of students in
Nigeria especially, putting into consideration
the astronomical surge in crime rate and other
social vices threatening the future of the country.
However, the inability of the government to
translate these to reality further raises questions
on the nature and character of the political class
in Nigeria.
ASUU had on February 14, 2022, commenced
a four-week industrial action before announcing
a roll-over on March 14 for another two months
which was later extended by 12 weeks on May 7
with a great threat of mother of all strike should
the government fail to implement the letter in the
renegotiated agreement made with the union in
2020. This threat resurrected and ignited a series
of protests growing across the country.
Unfortunately, the government seems not to
be moved by this outcry with its cavalier posture
to the lingering strike. This could be deduced in
the action of the minister of state for education
Hon. Chukwuemeka Nwajuiba who despite the
ASUU strike went ahead and purchased the most
expensive form of the century from the ruling
party, APC at the rate of 100 million naira.
While it is the constitutional right of the
minister to aspire to represent the country at
the apex position, the timing of the collection of
the form seems to portray lack of empathy for
the future of the country, exposed the nature of
the political class in the country and justifies the
reasons for the refusal of the union to suspend
the strike despite the plead from different
organisations and individuals begging for the
suspension of the strike.

Prior to this period, the union has embarked
on a series of industrial actions to drive home
almost the same demands. Since the return to
democracy in 1999, the union had embarked
on strikes for more than sixteen (16) times for
almost the same reasons apart from the payment
system that was included in the demand in the
recent time. Cumulatively, the strike has led to the
suspension of academic activities for more than 51
months and consequentially caused serious delay
by elongating the period of students in school
beyond the normal schedule.
Due to the delay, some students have been
denied the opportunity to participate in the
National Youth Service Corps ,NYSC, scheme
because of the age limit. This has aggravated the
sorry condition of some graduates trapped at the
“colony of unemployment” created by the policy
somersault and inconsistencies of those entrusted
with the nation’s common patrimony. An attempt
to avoid this ugly situation seems to have provoked
the growing outcries calling the government to do
the needful so that the students can return to class.
Unfortunately, while the protest continues
to spread like “harmattan fire”, the political
class across the country continues to politicking
toward the 2023 election with less attention to the
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An attempt to
avoid this ugly
situation seems
to have provoked
the growing
outcries calling the
government to do the
needful so that the
students can return
to class.

avoidable lockdown on the tertiary system. As a
matter of fact, the height of this cavalier attitude
is the conversion of the strike to a political tool by
both the ruling and opposition parties with the
side talk from those at the corridor of power on
the reason parents and guidance should caution
their children and wards from participating in any
protest. A call that was adhered to by most of the
parents that are yet to recover from the shock of
“Black Tuesday”.
“Black Tuesday” in Nigeria was on October 20,
2020 when the military rained bullets on peaceful
protesters at Lekki tollgate for demanding an
end to police brutality and epileptic governance
in Nigeria. Till date, the reports of most of the
committees set up to unravel what transpired at
the scene are yet to be made public. What seems
to be the loudest justification for the military
intervention at the protest ground was the
presence of the hoodlums.
Yet, a government that experienced such a
hoodlum invasion is creating another fertilized
ground for protest that might degenerate to
another horrific display.
A responsive and responsible government will
never allow a citadel of learning to be shut down
because it is the transformation center where
minds are built and taught how to react to things
in a way that will not draw back the wheel of the
society. This means that an opposite of this is
tantamount to the manifestation of things that
will lead society to a state of “motion without
movement” and anarchy.
No wonder despite the huge human and natural
resources in Nigeria, the country seems to be
lagging behind in the comity of nations. For years
the country has continued to revolve in the circle of
the ten (10) most poverty-infected countries with
a sideline on the attendance of countries trending
the path of failure. This “scarcity in the midst of
plenty manifestation” might not be unconnected
with the recurring ASUU which has aggravated
the rate of half baked and quarter baked graduates
across the country.
For years, ASUU demands have always been
an improvement in the standard of the Nigerian
university system with their welfare being
considered in the scheme of things. These demands
are justifiable looking at the deteriorating state of

public primary and secondary schools across the
country. This ugly experience has placed adequate
teaching at the mercy of private primary and
secondary schools while those at the public schools
continue to struggle like a seed that fell on the rock
with no much strength to grow.
Should the public university degenerate to
this level then the gap between “have and they
have not” will be wider which can pose a grave
danger to the corporate existence of the country
in the future. The glimpse of this could be deduced
from the increase in the rate of attacks on private
universities.
Not too long ago at Kaduna State, some
students were kidnapped by an armed group with
a ransom of 800 million naira before they were
begged to reduce the amount of the ransom. Some
of the students that were kidnapped are yet to
recover from the trauma of the saddened event
while some of the parents never recovered from
the financial damage occasioned by the ransom
paid. An attempt to prevent the recurrence has
led to an unprecedented increase in the military
presence on most of the private universities
campuses.
The fear of breaking through the fortification
has increased the number of students traveling
abroad with most of the political class taking
the lead in the trip to foreign universities and
sharing the pictures of their children’s graduation/
convocation for the whole world to see. Those
in this category are wife of the president, Asha
Buhari, Vice-President Prof Yemi Osibanjo,
among others. Forgetting that the untrained
children constitute a grave threat to society.
The in ability of the government to win the
war against Boko Haram since it emergence
in 2009 ought to serve as a wakeup call to the
political class that education is the best method
to recalibrate minds in a way that will be useful to
the society and minimise the risk of being used as
an instrument of destabilisation.
Unfortunately, the cavalier attitude of those at
the corridor of power to the Nigerian education
system seems to suggest otherwise. Hence, there
is a need to enact a law that will mandate all the
political office holders to put their children in
public schools. Starting from primary school to
higher institution.

Consequences Of Extrajudicial Killing
BY NURUDDEEN LEMU

Is it not even an Islamic legal maxim that states,
“Avoiding harm takes precedence over accruing
benefits? And what exactly is the clear benefit
of permitting extra-judicial punishments and
mob action?
If we continue to defend and justify people
who take the law into their hands, because we
feel so hurt by the words and actions of others,
against Islam or our beloved Prophet – pbuh,
and because we don’t trust the justice system,
we will find it very difficult to blame any violent
ethnic or religious group in Nigeria who also take
the law into their own hands because they feel
aggrieved by the words and actions of others,
and because they too don’t trust the justice
system.
Extrajudicial punishments and killings
that are justified for one crime soon become
justified for other crimes. There is nothing new
or surprising about that! What justified killing
one person soon justifies killing 20. If instead
of focusing on and improving the justice system
we decide to justify taking legal authority out
of their hands, and putting it in the hands of
angry mobs, we risk a state of anarchy/ fitna.
If things go further out of hand, there will be
no state apparatus that can control the anarchy
because we would have done what was needed to
disempowered the state completely. We run the
risk of sliding into a state of emergency , darurah

, that will force the government to curtail more
freedoms and rights in the name of “national
security”.
It takes us into a future that is far worse
than the bad situation we are already in. We
will, with all our love for Allah and the Prophet
Muhammad, pbuh, end up creating a society
that is the exact opposite of what we hoped our
faith would lead us towards. We will instead
if we are not careful have more blasphemy
the very thing that has aggrieved us! We will
probably have more imprisonments and more
extra-judicial deaths by more mobs. We will
have more angry congregations, more social
disorder and some mosques and churches closed
down. Definitely more security challenges. We
will endanger the freedom to practice our faith,
which we currently have, if we do not choose to
handle cases of blasphemy, in a manner that is
consistent with Islamic law. And if the recent
past has lessons for us, it would be that we could
easily create the perfect environment, religious
narratives and grievances needed, for the rise
and support of more violent extremist groups.
Who else, besides Shaitan and opportunists,
happily benefits from the fitna/civil strife of
anarchy? Who gains?
How can our anger and indignation about
blasphemy be a justification for throwing away
a system for dealing with crimes and offences.
The Prophet Muhammad ,pbuh, and all the

great classical jurists ,fuqaha, of all schools of
Islamic jurisprudence, have categorically asked
us to maintain and follow the rule of law, and
respect for constituted legal authority.
And if the system is imperfect and cannot
be trusted, how is it a better idea to start a
new “system” that is far worse than what we
currently have? How can placing legal, judicial
and executive authority in the hands of mobs
be a solution?
How does it help to replace an imperfect
justice system with the anarchy of angry
mobs?!? How can we pray for peace, while
simultaneously perpetuating a system that will
most effectively destroy it?
How is it Islamic to replace bad with that
which is far worse and evil?
How is it more Islamic to choose the greater
of two evils?!?
Is it not even an Islamic legal maxim that
states, “Avoiding harm takes precedence over
accruing benefits?” And what exactly is the clear
benefit of permitting extra-judicial punishments
and mob action?
Should we not instead do all within our power
to address the flaws of the judicial system; to call
upon those vested with the judicial authority to
deal with hate speech and acts of blasphemy?
Let us seek and support Islamic acceptable ways
of seeking redress for all wrongs and crimes.
And mob action is definitely not one of them!

Let us please focus on improving the justice
system. Let’s call upon them and only them,
to do what only they should do.” And beware
of a tribulation that may not be limited to the
wrongdoers among you… ” ,Qur’an 8:25,.
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Sanusi
Lafiagi

Blasphemy And Miss Deborah
Samuel: An Unpopular Opinion
My name is Sanusi Lafiagi and I’m a Muslim.
I bear witness that none has the right to
be worshipped but Allāh and that Prophet
Muhammad is His Messenger. I affirm the
absolute dignity and honour of our leader,
Muhammad and condemn in totality any
disrespect or insult to his person.
Having said that, I’ve listened a dozen times
to the viral audio of late Miss Deborah Samuel,
a 200L student of Sheu Shagari College of
Education, Sokoto, who was murdered in cold
blood and set alight by fellow students on
allegations of blaspheming the noble Prophet.
However, as an academic and researcher in
Islamic studies, a fundamentalist Muslim,
rational human being, and more importantly,
father, I’m inclined to ask a few questions.
The circumstances of her grue*some and
barbaric m*rder have actually left a whole lot of
questions.
1. Did she really, knowingly and intentionally
insult the Prophet? The viral audio indicated
that she was reacting to the action of those
who spam the class WhatsApp group with
unnecessary messages that are outside the
objectives of the group. Some of us do this when
people share messages in groups specifically
created to serve a purpose. In the context of
her reaction to such unwarranted items being
shared, can one adjudge her intention to be a
deliberate act?
2. Her introductory words were, “ba(bu)
abunda zai faru da mu” (nothing will happen to
us). I’m inclined to assume that Miss Deborah
was reacting to a threat of attack by a section
of her colleagues. Could it be that someone
threatened her for condemning what was
being shared in the group? By sharing only
her reactionary voice note, is someone hiding
something? Actions and reactions, says Isaac
Newton, are equal and opposite. What was
said to Miss Deborah to warrant her rebuffing
the threat and saying, “no evil shall befall us?
Under this circumstance, can she accused of
deliberately insulting the Prophet?

N200

Deborah
3. Her reaction is also likely to have been
triggered not by someone simply saying, “we
are sharing quotes from the Prophet” but
probably by an insult to her faith. We know how
charged the average northerner becomes when
a non-Muslim condemns sharing messages
with verses of the Qur’ān or texts of the
Hadīth. Could it be that someone denigrated
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her faith and she retorted with her outburst?
Or did anyone ridicule her and she overreacted?
There’s a possibility that whoever Miss Deborah
was reacting to had passed an insult on her,
which aggravated her anger. Again, we need
details of what was exchanged prior to her
comments!
4. Do her statements, “manzon Allāh din me,
an zo ana min bura uba” constitute an insult to
the Prophet, let alone being a blasphemy in such
a context? Before this, she had referred to the
unnecessary things being shared in the group
as “abubuwan banza” (rubbish things), which,
irrespective of its contents are “rubbishes”
in the context of the group’s objectives and
discusses. I’ve spoken to quite a few of my
northern friends and we seem to agree on
her comments being a rebuff and retort of
spamming of the group and whatever threats
or insults that were hurled at her prior to her
reaction rather than an insult to the Prophet!
5. Assuming that her statements interpret as
insult to the Prophet, is every word of insult to
the Prophet irrespective of gravity considered
as blasphemous and deserving of the death
penalty? Do scholars of Islām categorise all
insulting words against the Prophet under
the same heading? Do they all carry equal
punishment? What constitutes blasphemy
under the Sharī’ah? This is a serious question
for Muslim law practitioners and judges.
These are a few of the questions that have
preoccupied since yesterday and I sincerely
hope that someone is able to answer them
satisfactorily.
Once again, I affirm that the honour of
Prophet Muhammad is SACROSANCT and
must be protected.
I affirm that the Sharī’ah does NOT condone
mob action against anyone.
I affirm that human life is SACRED and NO
individual has the right to take it unjustly.
I affirm that in the case of established
blasphemy against the Prophet, only a judge
can convict and execute the culprit.
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